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ABSTRACT
Neutral gas both fuels star formation and determines the propagation of ionizing
photons. In this work, we reveal the interactions between H i, star formation, and
radiative feedback in two samples of low-redshift starbursts. Using the ALFALFA-
H sample, we present the rst comparison of starbursts and non-starbursts within
a statistically uniform, H i-selected sample. The moderate H i gas fractions of the
starbursts relative to non-starbursts indicate ecient H i to H2 conversion and show
that the H i supply is largely unaected by ionizing radiation. Mergers may trigger
the more massive starbursts, while the absence of obvious kinematical disturbances
in dwarf starbursts may indicate periodic starburst activity, triggered by cycles of
gas expulsion and re-accretion. While the ALFALFA-H galaxies demonstrate that
starbursts may maintain large H i reservoirs, the more powerful starbursts in the
Green Pea (GP) galaxies illustrate the eects of extreme radiative feedback on neutral
gas. To investigate whether the enormous [O iii]/[O ii] ratios in the most extreme
GPs indicate LyC escape, we use photoionization modeling to constrain their ionizing
sources and optical depths. Radiation from Wolf-Rayet stars or unusually hot O stars
reproduces the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, but no clear signatures of these stars are
present. The GP spectra do suggest the presence of shocks, however, and accounting
for shock emission necessitates a low optical depth. We therefore suggest that the
GPs may be a new class of low-redshift LyC Emitters (LCEs), and we evaluate this
scenario using Hubble Space Telescope COS spectra of four GPs. With these spectra,
we develop a simple physical picture of the neutral gas optical depth and geometry
that explains the previously enigmatic link between Ly, Si ii, and Si ii* lines observed
xi
in high-redshift Ly Emitters. Two GPs are likely optically thin along the line of
sight, and their strong, narrow Ly emission, weak C ii absorption, and clear C ii*
emission may be characteristic of LCE spectra. We also note a striking similarity
of the Ly emission in these GPs to Balmer line emission from stellar ejecta, which
further supports a low column density scenario. From our analysis of the ALFALFA-
H and GP samples, we suggest that particular burst ages, low halo masses, and




1.1 H i and Galaxy Evolution
Neutral, atomic hydrogen (H i) plays an integral role in the gas and energy cycles
of star-forming galaxies by both providing the fuel for star formation and responding
to the resulting stellar feedback. On galaxy-wide scales, the total surface density
of atomic and molecular gas and the surface density of star formation scale almost
linearly, a relation known as the Kennicutt-Schmidt Law (Schmidt, 1959; Kennicutt,
1989, 1998b). However, recent observations show that the star formation in galax-
ies correlates most strongly with the local molecular gas content, rather than with
H i (e.g., Bigiel et al., 2008; Schruba et al., 2011). While molecular gas (H2) is
the immediate precursor of star formation, H i cooling sets a galaxy's molecular gas
supply, and H i content therefore indicates the potential for future star formation.
H2 formation requires a suciently high column density of H i to shield H2 molecules
from dissociation by the interstellar radiation eld (e.g., McKee, 1989; Krumholz
et al., 2009). When H i gas reaches this column density threshold, gas cools to form
both H2 and stars (Krumholz et al., 2011). Observations of spiral and dwarf galaxies
conrm the existence of a maximum H i column density of 10M pc 2 (e.g., Wong
& Blitz, 2002; Bigiel et al., 2008), although the value of this threshold density may
depend on metallicity (e.g., Krumholz et al., 2009; Bolatto et al., 2011). Below the
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threshold, H i column density regulates the formation of molecular clouds and thus
the star formation rate (SFR), while above the threshold, only molecular gas controls
the SFR (Schruba et al., 2011). The formation of molecular clouds from H i must
be an ongoing process in galaxies; the 1-2 Gyr molecular gas consumption timescales
at low redshift, z < 2, (e.g., Kennicutt, 1998b; Daddi et al., 2008; Schruba et al.,
2011) indicate that H i must continually replenish the H2 supply. Flows of H i into
and within galaxies and the processes that regulate H i-to-H2 conversion are therefore
key drivers of galactic star formation.
In addition to tracing the fuel of future star formation, a galaxy's H i gas content
reects the eects of stellar feedback. High-energy radiation from newly formed mas-
sive stars may create H i through the photodissociation of molecular gas (e.g., Phillips
& Huggins, 1981; Allen et al., 1986; Tielens et al., 1993) or destroy H i through pho-
toionization. Expanding, photoionized H ii regions surround young massive stars
and may trigger future star formation by compressing interstellar gas clouds (e.g.,
Elmegreen & Lada, 1977; McCray & Kafatos, 1987). In addition to radiative feed-
back, stellar winds and supernovae inject turbulence and control the spatial distribu-
tion of H i gas by blowing hot, low-density bubbles in the interstellar medium (ISM).
These feedback mechanisms may maintain an equilibrium between energy injection
and energy losses, thereby regulating the SFR. Dierent mechanisms may dominate
in dierent density regimes, with ultraviolet (UV) heating balancing H i cooling,
supernova-driven turbulence balancing gravity, or radiation pressure balancing the
weight of the ISM (e.g., Silk, 1997; Parravano & Mantilla, 1991; Thompson et al.,
2005; Ostriker et al., 2010; Ostriker & Shetty, 2011). Supernova feedback also alters
a galaxy's global H i content by driving neutral gas outows (e.g., Chevalier & Clegg,
1985; Heckman et al., 1990; Strickland & Stevens, 2000) that may suppress star for-
mation (e.g., Dekel & Silk, 1986; Meurer et al., 1997; Dave et al., 2011b). Resolved
observations of dwarf galaxies often reveal large H i holes, where supernova feedback
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may have ejected the H i gas (e.g., Sargent et al., 1983; Ott et al., 2001; Cannon
et al., 2011). These low-density cavities may facilitate the transport of ionizing pho-
tons, allowing radiative feedback from stellar clusters to penetrate to outer regions
of galaxies or to escape into the intergalactic medium (IGM; e.g., Clarke & Oey,
2002; Wood et al., 2010). Escaping UV photons from star-forming galaxies may in-
hibit halo gas cooling, thereby stiing the accretion of additional H i gas (Cantalupo,
2010). Furthermore, at z > 6, the escape of Lyman continuum (LyC) radiation from
star-forming galaxies into the IGM likely reionized the universe (e.g., Willott et al.,
2010; Bouwens et al., 2012). Low-mass starburst galaxies may dominate the ionizing
photon input into the IGM during reionization (e.g., Wise & Cen, 2009; Ferrara &
Loeb, 2013), but factors such as the star formation eciency, galaxy structure, and
the neutral hydrogen distribution will control LyC escape from an individual galaxy
(e.g., Fernandez & Shull, 2011). By fueling star formation and regulating LyC trans-
port, the H i content of galaxies has a considerable eect on the evolution of the
IGM.
The complex interplay between H i gas, star formation, and feedback shapes galaxy
evolution and may explain the history of star formation in galaxies. Cosmological
hydrodynamical simulations predict a decreasing gas accretion rate onto galaxies from
the IGM with time due to the expansion of the universe, which may explain the overall
decrease in the cosmic SFR since z = 2 (e.g., Keres et al., 2005; van de Voort et al.,
2011). In low-mass halos, variable gas accretion rates may account for their higher
frequencies of starburst episodes (Lee et al., 2009b). Supernova feedback may also
drive episodic star formation in low-mass galaxies by quickly expelling their neutral
gas supply following a starburst (e.g., Gerola et al., 1980; Stinson et al., 2007; Lee
et al., 2009b). By lowering the eciency of star formation, feedback may also lead
to the accumulation of H i reservoirs and a delay in gas consumption (Hopkins et al.,
2013).
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Although simulations indicate that H i gas ows may fuel cosmic star formation,
direct detections of H i accretion are lacking. Nevertheless, observations suggest that
accretion of IGM gas maintains galaxies' H i supplies. The primary observational
tracers of H i are Ly absorption from H i atoms in the ground state and the 21 cm
emission line from the ground-state electron spin-ip transition (e.g., Wolfe et al.,
1986; Ewen & Purcell, 1951). Ly absorption of UV emission from a background
quasar probes the H i column density of the foreground galaxy, and these absorption
studies provide evidence for H i accretion and outows in both low- and high-redshift
galaxies. At z < 1, absorbing gas in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies
shows a bimodal metallicity distribution that likely represents metal-poor inows and
metal-rich outows (Lehner et al., 2013). The mass density of H i galactic gas in the
universe decreases from z = 4 to z = 2 and remains constant or decreases further
from z = 2 to z = 0 (Prochaska & Wolfe, 2009; Noterdaeme et al., 2009). Feedback
or gas consumption may decrease the H i content of galaxies at high redshift, while
the fresh accretion of H i appears necessary to balance its consumption at low redshift
(Prochaska & Wolfe, 2009; Noterdaeme et al., 2009). Observing accreting laments
directly via 21 cm emission at low redshift is challenging, however. Infalling H i gas
may have low column density, and may be dicult to distinguish from minor merger
activity (e.g., Sancisi et al., 2008; de Blok et al., 2014). Moran et al. (2012) suggest
that a drop in metallicity observed in the outer regions of some spiral galaxies may be
caused by the recent accretion of metal-poor gas. Galaxies with an outer metallicity
drop have higher total H imasses and inner SFRs, suggesting that the total H i content
of galaxies traces recent accretion and that accretion can fuel inner star formation.
Observations also point to the role of H i in regulating the metallicity of galaxies,
with the balance between metal-poor inows and metal-rich outows determining
both H i content and galaxy metallicity (Bothwell et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the
accumulation of H i, its transport within galaxies to fuel star formation, and the
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processes regulating the H i supply in galaxies are still not well understood.
1.2 Starburst Galaxies
Starburst galaxies represent an important regime in which to test our understand-
ing of H i gas cycles and their roles in driving star formation and controlling LyC
escape. Weedman et al. (1981) rst coined the term \starburst" to describe galaxies
with intense nuclear star formation. Dierent studies employ dierent observational
denitions of starbursts, identifying them as galaxies with high specic SFRs (sS-
FRs), high SFRs per unit area, or short gas consumption timescales (e.g., Kennicutt
& Evans, 2012). In general, starbursts are experiencing a short-lived burst of star
formation that dominates their energy output. The high levels of star formation in
starbursts are unsustainable; at their current rate of star formation, starbursts will
consume their available molecular gas in less than 100 Myr (e.g., Combes et al.,
2013; Bauermeister et al., 2013). Due to their high sSFRs and young stellar popula-
tion ages, starburst galaxies contain large numbers of short-lived massive stars and
provide an excellent probe of the eects of stellar feedback. Observations of starburst
galaxies reveal powerful outows, some of which have mass-loss rates of several solar
masses per year (e.g., Della Ceca et al., 1999; Strickland & Heckman, 2009).
Perhaps most importantly, while starbursts are rare in the local universe, they
may represent a normal mode of star formation at high redshift. The high sSFRs of
starburst galaxies, their short inferred star formation timescales, and their clumpy
morphologies resemble the properties of star-forming galaxies at z > 2 (e.g., Cowie
et al., 1995; Dickinson et al., 2003; Stark et al., 2009; Karim et al., 2011; Fumagalli
et al., 2012; Wyithe et al., 2014). The SFR density of the universe reaches a maximum
near z = 2 (e.g., Hopkins & Beacom, 2006; Bouwens et al., 2010), with the star
formation in individual halos peaking between z = 0:5  2:5 (Behroozi et al., 2013).
Low-mass galaxies may dominate the universe's star formation at the z = 2 peak
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(e.g., Alavi et al., 2014), and may form stars in short-duration starburst episodes.
Indeed, the fraction of starbursting galaxies appears to increase with both redshift
and decreasing galaxy stellar mass (e.g., Fumagalli et al., 2012; Atek et al., 2014).
At even higher redshifts, z > 3, brief, intense starbursts may be a common mode of
galaxy star formation (e.g., Lee et al., 2009b; Stark et al., 2009; de Barros et al., 2014;
Wyithe et al., 2014). Furthermore, the spectra of compact, z = 0 dwarf starbursts are
similar to spectra of galaxies at the time of reionization (e.g., Boone et al., 2007; Smit
et al., 2014). Low-redshift starbursts may therefore provide critical insight into the
connection between H i content, star formation, and ionizing radiation in high-redshift
galaxies.
1.2.1 H i in Starbursts
Few studies address the H i properties of starburst galaxies, and the existing works
focus on optically selected samples or observations of individual galaxies. Observa-
tions of molecular gas in starbursts show that starbursts may not follow the same re-
lation between gas content and star formation as non-starbursts (Daddi et al., 2010);
these dierences in star formation eciency may extend to H i gas as well. Studies
of optically selected samples suggest that dwarf galaxies have more scatter in sSFR
than in H i content (Bothwell et al., 2009). Some samples indicate that starbursts
may have extended H i halos supplying their star formation (e.g., Gordon & Gottes-
man, 1981), while others show that starbursts may be H i-decient due to their high
ionizing luminosities (Oey et al., 2007). The triggering mechanisms of low-redshift
starbursts are also unclear, particularly at the low mass end. While many starbursts
appear to be merger-driven (e.g., Larson & Tinsley, 1978; Cui et al., 2001; Luo et al.,
2014), gas infall may trigger some low-mass starbursts (e.g., Gordon & Gottesman,
1981; Meier et al., 2002; Lopez-Sanchez et al., 2012b; Verbeke et al., 2014). Merger-
driven starbursts may be important contributors to reionization (Mu~noz & Loeb,
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2011), while accretion-driven star formation may dominate at intermediate redshift
(e.g., Keres et al., 2005). A systematic survey of the H i properties of starbursts is
necessary to clarify the role of H i gas in fueling starbursts and reveal the eects of
extreme feedback on the H i supply.
1.2.2 LyC Escape from Starbursts
The joint evolution of the H i content and the ionizing photon production rate in
starbursts also has important implications for our understanding of radiative feedback
in galaxies and its eect on the IGM. One of the main uncertainties in models of
reionization is the escape fraction of LyC from star-forming galaxies. Model estimates
for the average LyC escape fraction at the epoch of reionization range from 0.01-1
(Fernandez & Shull, 2011). The average LyC escape fraction may evolve with time and
may decrease by more than a factor of two over the course of reionization (Mitra et al.,
2013). Although no detections of LyC emission exist at z > 4, Lyman-break galaxies
and Ly-emitters (LAEs) at z  3 have direct detections of LyC (e.g., Steidel et al.,
2001; Iwata et al., 2009; Nestor et al., 2013). Unfortunately, possible confusion with
low-redshift galaxies along the line of sight make many of these detections suspect
(Vanzella et al., 2010, 2012). Observations of LAEs provide additional circumstantial
evidence for LyC escape. Strong LAEs are more abundant at high redshift (Zheng
et al., 2014) and appear to have lower H i column densities or covering fractions (e.g.,
Shapley et al., 2003; Hashimoto et al., 2013; Shibuya et al., 2014), due to ionization
of their neutral gas or outows. LyC escape from z  3 LAEs is therefore plausible.
In contrast to the successful LyC detections at z 3, however, the rst searches
for LyC emission from low-redshift starburst galaxies found upper limits to the LyC
escape fraction of only a few percent (e.g., Leitherer et al., 1995; Heckman et al.,
2001). Currently, only two low-redshift starbursts have positive detections of LyC
radiation (Leitet et al., 2013). The reason for the low LyC escape fractions in low-
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redshift starbursts is unclear. Most low-redshift starbursts may have SFRs too low
to fully expel or ionize their H i gas, or LyC radiation may escape through a narrow
opening angle that hinders its detection (e.g., Zastrow et al., 2011).
Whether LyC radiation escapes a starburst will depend on the competition be-
tween H i inow and stellar feedback throughout the starburst episode. A large
H i supply may power a starburst for a more extended period of time; however, it
may also prevent ionizing radiation from escaping. The distribution of H i gas and
the balance between H i content and ionization may vary as a starburst progresses or
may depend on galaxy properties, such as halo mass, morphology, or star formation
eciency (e.g., Wise & Cen, 2009; Ferrara & Loeb, 2013). To analyze the processes
that enhance LyC escape and determine accurate LyC escape fractions from galax-
ies, we need to identify optically thin starbursts at low redshift. Understanding the
H i distribution and optical depth in starbursts is necessary to determine how LyC
radiation escapes and whether star-forming galaxies can reionize the universe.
1.3 This Work
Thus, H i cycles and radiative feedback in starbursts are critical to the evolution
of galaxies and the reionization of the IGM. In this thesis, we use multiwavelength
spectral and imaging observations to investigate how H i gas fuels starburst events,
how the H i supply evolves during a starburst, and whether and how LyC radiation
escapes low-redshift starbursts. In Chapter 2, we illuminate the relationship between
H i content and extreme star formation by comparing the H i properties of starburst
and non-starburst galaxies in the H i-selected, volume-limited ALFALFA-H survey.
We discuss how starburst mass and age aect their H i supply and explore the factors
that enhance the star formation eciencies of starbursts and non-starbursts. In
Chapter 3, we investigate whether extreme low-redshift starbursts are optically thin
to the LyC and identify a new population of LyC emitter (LCE) candidates. We
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analyze the unusual emission-line spectra of the Green Pea (GP) galaxies, rare, low-
redshift starbursts whose morphologies, sSFRs, and emission line spectra resemble
those of high-redshift galaxies (Cardamone et al., 2009). Through photoionization
modeling of the GPs' emission, we constrain the ionizing sources and LyC optical
depths in these starbursts and demonstrate that the GPs may be a class of optically
thin galaxies. Finally, in Chapter 4, we use UV spectra of four GPs from the Hubble
Space Telescope to determine the optical depth and geometry of their neutral ISM. We
highlight a newfound connection between Ly emission, low-ionization emission and
absorption lines, and H i optical depth and geometry, and we describe a characteristic
UV spectral pattern that may identify LCEs at high and low redshift. Our analysis
of the H i content and LyC optical depth of low-redshift starbursts oers insight into
the processes that may promote or prevent LyC escape.
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CHAPTER II
The H i Properties of ALFALFA-H Starbursts
2.1 Introduction
Gas inows and outows drive galaxy evolution by controlling the raw material
from which stars form. The star formation history of the Universe may reect the
history of gas accretion onto dark matter halos (e.g., Keres et al., 2005; Prochaska
& Wolfe, 2009), and observed galaxy scaling relations may likewise trace the history
of gas ows. For instance, the observed relations between galaxy stellar masses, star
formation rates (SFRs), and metallicities may stem from variations in the eciency
with which galaxies accrete and expel gas (e.g., Dalcanton, 2007; Mannucci et al.,
2010; Dave et al., 2011b,a; Lilly et al., 2013).
The connection between gas content and star formation is a well-established result.
Individual stars form from dense cores within molecular clouds (e.g., Myers & Benson,
1983; Motte et al., 1998). On kiloparsec scales, a galaxy's SFR surface density,
SFR, increases with H i+H2 gas surface density, HI+H2 , as parameterized by the
Kennicutt-Schmidt Law (Kennicutt, 1998b). More recent work shows that H2 , rather
than HI , drives the Kennicutt-Schmidt law, even in H i-dominated regimes (Schruba
et al., 2011). Above a threshold density of 10 M/pc2, H i \saturates"; this column
density is sucient to shield molecular gas from photodissociation. Most gas above
this threshold is molecular (e.g., Wong & Blitz, 2002; Bigiel et al., 2008), resulting in
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no trend between SFR and H i in this density regime. Below this threshold, however,
SFR and HI correlate, albeit with a large scatter, due to the relation between
HI and H2 (Schruba et al., 2011).
Compared to the link between H2 content and SFR, the relationship between
galaxies' H i content and star formation is less straightforward. Galaxies' H i typi-
cally extends to much larger radii than the stellar distribution (e.g., Broeils & Rhee,
1997) and may constitute a gas reservoir for fueling future star formation. Accretion
of gas from the intergalactic medium may replenish this reservoir, and gas ows may
bring H i inward, leading to star formation in the inner regions of galaxies. Prochaska
& Wolfe (2009) suggest that galaxies' H i disks exist at a constant, unstable density,
with any subsequent accretion leading to the creation of stars and resulting in an SFR
that traces the accretion rate. In massive galaxies, the total H i gas fraction correlates
with signs of recent accretion, such as an outer metallicity drop, and this accretion
appears to power star formation throughout the galaxy disk (Moran et al., 2012).
The H i in low-mass galaxies, on the other hand, may not signify recent accretion.
Low-mass galaxies tend to be more gas-rich than high-mass galaxies, and H i con-
stitutes the dominant component of their interstellar medium (ISM). The long gas
consumption times in such systems may indicate that star formation proceeds ine-
ciently. Alternatively, Kannappan et al. (2013) argue that star formation cannot keep
pace with the rate of gas accretion. The relationship between H i and star formation
may also change in dwarf galaxies due to their lower metallicities. At low metallicities
and, consequently, low dust content, the formation of a given H2 requires a higher
H i column density (Krumholz et al., 2009). As a result, the relationship between
H i density and H2 formation diers for low-metallicity galaxies, with galaxies such as
the Small Magellanic Cloud exhibiting a higher threshold density for H i saturation
(Bolatto et al., 2011).
The advent of large H i surveys capable of resolving individual galaxies has claried
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the connection between H i mass and galaxy properties. In particular, the Arecibo
Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA) survey is a blind, volume-limited, 21 cm survey,
which covers 7000 deg2 and has detected 30,000 galaxies out to z = 0:06 (Giovanelli
et al., 2005b,a; Haynes et al., 2011). In conjunction with ALFALFA, the GALEX
Arecibo SDSS (GASS) survey examines the H i content of massive galaxies (M >
1010 M) using additional Arecibo observations for galaxies undetected in ALFALFA
(Catinella et al., 2010). These surveys have established scaling relations between
H i gas fraction and galaxy stellar mass, stellar surface density, color, SFR, and specic
SFR (sSFR; e.g., Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012). The positive correlations
found between H i gas fraction and blue color or sSFR imply a link between galaxies'
H i content and their current global star formation.
Starburst galaxies may depart from the typical relations between H i content and
star formation, however. The Kennicutt-Schmidt Law diers for starburst galaxies,
with starburst galaxies forming stars more eciently from a given molecular gas mass
(Daddi et al., 2010). One possible explanation for this increased eciency is merger
activity (e.g., Young et al., 1986; Sanders et al., 1986; Combes et al., 1994), and
many starbursts appear to be interacting systems. If starbursts gain H i gas via
major mergers instead of accretion, they may dier from non-starbursts in both their
H i gas consumption times and H i gas fractions. In addition, due to their young
stellar populations, mechanical and radiative feedback will have a stronger eect on
the ISM of starbursts. This feedback may decrease the H i gas fractions of starbursts
by driving outows or ionizing the neutral gas. Oey et al. (2007) suggest the latter
scenario as an explanation for the lower H i gas fractions in starburst galaxies in the
Survey for Ionization in Neutral Gas Galaxies (SINGG). The SINGG result contrasts
with the ALFALFA and GASS trends of higher H i gas fractions in more highly star
forming galaxies and may indicate that starbursts do not follow the same H i trends
as normal galaxies.
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Starburst galaxies present an opportunity to study the relations between neutral
gas content, star formation, and feedback in extreme conditions. The H i gas fractions
and kinematics of starbursts may reveal the mechanisms for triggering extreme star
formation episodes and the impact of feedback on global gas content. Previous studies
of H i in starbursts have focused on individual galaxies or optically selected samples
(e.g., Yun et al., 1993; Huchtmeier et al., 2007; Oey et al., 2007; Lopez-Sanchez
et al., 2012b). To systematically compare H i in starbursts and non-starbursts, we
use the fall-sky portion of the ALFALFA-H survey. ALFALFA-H is a volume-
limited subset of the ALFALFA survey consisting of 1555 galaxies with follow-up
H and R-band imaging (Van Sistine et al. , in prep.). With the 565 galaxies in the
\fall-sky" ALFALFA-H dataset, we investigate the regulation of the H i gas supply
throughout the star formation process.
2.2 Data and Methods
2.2.1 The ALFALFA-H Survey
The recently-completed ALFALFA survey is a blind, volume-limited, 21 cm survey
with Arecibo1 that covers 7000 deg2 of sky. The H i-selected ALFALFA-H survey
consists of all ALFALFA-detected galaxies within two designated areas, a fall-sky
region and a spring-sky region (Van Sistine et al. , in prep.). The sample only includes
galaxies with reliable H i detections (i.e., ALFALFA codes 1 and 2) and with recession
velocities v = 1460  7600 km s 1 . These velocities correspond to distances of 20-
100 Mpc, and the sample is volume-limited for MHI > 10
9:5M. H i masses, 21 cm
velocity widths, and distances come from the ALFALFA catalog (Haynes et al., 2011).
In this work, we consider the complete, fall-sky ALFALFA-H sample, which contains
1The Arecibo Observatory is operated by SRI International under a cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation (AST-1100968), and in alliance with Ana G. Mendez-Universidad
Metropolitana, and the Universities Space Research Association.
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565 galaxies; the full sample will be described in a later work (Van Sistine et al. , in
prep.). R-band and H imaging for the fall-sky ALFALFA-H galaxies were obtained
with the WIYN2 0.9 m and the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO3) 2.1 m
telescopes between Sept. 2006 and Oct. 2012. The parameters of the ALFALFA-
H survey, observations, and data reduction are described in detail in Van Sistine et
al. (in prep.).
H and R-band uxes were measured for each galaxy individually using aperture
photometry; the H images were continuum-subtracted prior to ux measurement.
542 galaxies are detected in H. To facilitate comparison with the literature, the
quoted H equivalent widths are an observed quantity and are not corrected for ex-
tinction or [N ii] emission. For derived parameters, such as SFRs, the H uxes were
corrected for Galactic absorption using the Schlegel et al. (1998) extinction maps and
for [N ii] contamination and internal absorption using the R-band absolute magni-
tudes (MR) and scaling relations derived from the KPNO International Spectroscopic
Survey (KISS; Salzer et al. 2000, 2005). In x 2.2.4, we compare these extinction
corrections to corrections derived from Wide-eld Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE4;
Wright et al. 2010) photometry. After correcting the H emission for extinction, we
convert the H luminosities to SFRs using the Kennicutt (1998a) calibration:
SFR = 7:9 10 42L(H); (2.1)
where L(H) is the H luminosity in ergs s 1 and the SFR has units of M year 1.
2The WIYN Observatory is a joint facility of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Indiana
University, Yale University, and the National Optical Astronomy Observatory.
3The Kitt Peak National Observatory, National Optical Astronomy Observatory, is operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
4TheWide-eld Infrared Survey Explorer is a joint project of the University of California, Los An-
geles, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology, funded by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
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2.2.2 Stellar Mass Estimation
In estimating stellar masses for our sample, we need to account for galaxy-to-
galaxy variations in the stellar mass-to-light ratio (M=L). Bell & de Jong (2001) demon-
strate that galaxy M=L ratios should vary systematically with star formation history
and enrichment history, leading to a dependence of M=L on galaxy color. Account-
ing for the correlation between M=L ratio and color is particularly important for
mass estimates of starburst galaxies, whose young stellar populations amplify the
luminosities of all UV-NIR bands.
To correct for this eect, we obtain galaxy colors from the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS5) Ninth Data Release (Ahn et al., 2012). SDSS data are available for 513 of
the 565 galaxies in the fall-sky sample. SDSS photometry can be problematic, partic-
ularly for low surface brightness or irregular galaxies. The SDSS de-blending pipeline
separates overlapping objects and sometimes incorrectly shreds one \parent" galaxy
into multiple \children" (e.g., Abazajian et al., 2004; West et al., 2010). To determine
whether shredding is a concern for our sample, we examine the SDSS data by eye for
10% of the ALFALFA-H galaxies. For 90% of these galaxies, the g and r photometry
of the brightest de-blended child and the parent object agree to within 0.2 mag. We
therefore select the brightest de-blended child for each ALFALFA-H galaxy from the
SDSS catalog. As an additional check, we compare the SDSS r-band magnitudes with
the R-band photometry for the full fall-sky ALFALFA-H sample. The photometric
data from SDSS and the ALFALFA-H R-band data show a tight, linear relationship
(Figure 2.1), although noticeable outliers exist. An examination of the outliers shows
that they are caused by SDSS de-blending errors, overlapping or nearby bright stars,
and incorrectly separated mergers. We treat the SDSS photometry as unreliable if it
diers from a least-squares t to the R-band data by more than 1 mag (Figure 2.1).
5Funding for SDSS-III has been provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, the Participating
Institutions, the National Science Foundation, and the U.S. Department of Energy Oce of Science.
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Figure 2.1: A comparison of the SDSS r-band and the ALFALFA-H R-band pho-
tometry for galaxies in the fall sample. The line represents a least-squares
t to all data points. Statistical errors are typically smaller than the sym-
bol size. Asterisks indicate galaxies with r-band magnitudes that dier
from the tted line by more than 1 mag.
We also eliminate the SDSS photometry for one additional galaxy with a discrepant
g-band magnitude that results in an unrealistically red g r color. We do not include
these galaxies in any analyses that rely on SDSS-derived parameters, such as stellar
masses or galaxy radii. These cuts lead to a sample of 489 ALFALFA-H galaxies
with SDSS photometry. Including the galaxies with uncertain SDSS photometry does
not aect any of our conclusions in the following sections.
We calculate stellar masses using the SDSS r-band luminosities and the relation-
ship between M=L ratio and g   r color from Table 7 of Bell et al. (2003). We
rst subtract the observed H uxes from the r-band uxes to ensure that nebular
emission does not aect the galaxy colors or magnitudes. In addition, we subtract
0.093 dex from the Bell et al. (2003) M=L ratios to convert from a \diet" Salpeter
(1955) initial mass function (see Bell & de Jong, 2001) to a Chabrier (2003) initial
mass function (Gallazzi et al., 2008; Zibetti et al., 2009). We also compare the stellar
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the stellar masses estimated following Bell et al.
(2003) and Zibetti et al. (2009). The solid line indicates a one-to-one
relation. All masses were estimated using r-band luminosities and g   r
colors. The errors shown include the statistical photometric errors and
the 0.1 dex scatter in the M=L-color relation (Bell et al., 2003). The
Zibetti et al. (2009) stellar masses are lower, particularly at the low-mass
end, due to their adoption of bursty star formation histories.
mass estimates with the alternative prescription of Zibetti et al. (2009). While Bell
et al. (2003) model galaxy colors by assuming a smooth star formation history, Zi-
betti et al. (2009) consider the eect of bursts. As a result, masses obtained following
Zibetti et al. (2009) are generally lower than the Bell et al. (2003) mass estimates
(Figure 2.2). In particular, at the low-mass end, the stellar masses dier by about a
factor of three. However, the relative stellar masses of the galaxies in the sample are
only weakly aected. We use the Bell et al. (2003) stellar mass estimates for the rest
of our analysis, but we note that using the Zibetti et al. (2009) mass estimates does
not change our conclusions.
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2.2.3 Selection of Starbursts
We dene starbursts as galaxies with H equivalent widths (EWs) greater than
80 A. This EW corresponds to a birth rate parameter of 2, i.e., the starbursts
have SFRs greater than or equal to twice their past average SFR (Lee et al., 2009a).
Since dust in starburst galaxies may attenuate the ionizing continuum radiation more
than the optical stellar continuum, dust eects may lower the observed H EWs in
starbursts (e.g., Calzetti, 1997; Charlot & Fall, 2000). The H EWs of the starbursts
may therefore underestimate their ratios of current to past star formation. Eight
galaxies (1.4% of the sample) have EWs above the 80 A cut (Figure 2.3), which is
equivalent to an sSFR cut of approximately 10 9 yr 1. We list the EWs, SFRs, and
H i and stellar masses of the starbursts in Table 2.1.
Since we are incomplete belowMHI= 10
9:5M, we may not detect all the starbursts
in the fall-sky volume. For a rough estimate of our completeness, we examine the
larger, optically-selected sample of Bothwell et al. (2009), which contains 1110 galaxies
at distances less than 43 Mpc. While the Bothwell et al. (2009) sample selection is
less uniform than the ALFALFA-H sample, it does contain a higher fraction of low-
mass galaxies. Assuming the lowest ratios ofMHI/SFR observed in the Bothwell et al.
(2009) sample, we should detect all starbursts with M = 108 M and sSFR& 10 7
yr 1 and all starbursts with M = 109 M and sSFR& 10 8 yr 1. However, we may
miss low-mass starburst galaxies whose gas is predominantly molecular. Although
the few low-mass starbursts with CO measurements generally appear to have larger
H i masses than H2 masses (e.g., Kobulnicky et al., 1995; Stil & Israel, 2002; Bravo-
Alfaro et al., 2004; Israel, 2005; Nidever et al., 2013), we caution that we may not
detect the most extreme, low-mass starbursts with the highest H2/H i ratios.
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Figure 2.3: The distribution of the H EWs in the fall ALFALFA-H sample. The
solid region of the histogram indicates starburst galaxies. The hatched
bin at negative EWs represents galaxies without H detections. The inset
shows a zoomed-in view of the high-EW section of the histogram.
2.2.4 WISE Data
Dust extinction may substantially aect the observed star formation properties of
the ALFALFA-H galaxies. Using infrared measurements from WISE, we examine
the accuracy of the ALFALFA-H extinction corrections. Later, in x 2.3.1.2, we
consider the relationship between dust and H i content.
We obtain 3.4, 4.6, 12, and 22 m uxes for the sample from the WISE All-Sky
Release Source Catalog (Wright et al., 2010; Cutri & et al., 2012). We use the elliptical
aperture photometry for objects agged as extended in the catalog and the prole
t magnitudes for all other sources. We then match each ALFALFA-H galaxy to
its closest WISE counterpart within 600, the resolution at 3.4 m. Following Jarrett
et al. (2013), we apply the necessary color and magnitude corrections to the WISE
photometry. Of the 565 ALFALFA-H fall galaxies, 358 have 3.4, 4.6 and 12 m
detections and 263 galaxies have 22 m detections.
The extinction corrections adopted for the ALFALFA-H galaxies in (x 2.2.1) are
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based on the galaxies' R-band luminosities. To verify this extinction correction, we
use theWISE and H observations to estimate extinction-corrected SFRs. Wen et al.
(2014) calibrate the WISE 12m and 24m bands as extinction indicators using the
H/H ratios from SDSS spectra of low-redshift star-forming galaxies. Following
Wen et al. (2014), we calculate
SFR = 1:473 10 41:27LH;obs + L ; (2.2)
where LH;obs is the H luminosity without an internal extinction correction, L is
the appropriate WISE band luminosity, and  is a coecient that depends on the
WISE band and extinction law adopted and which ranges from 0.02-0.04. The
factor of 1.473 in the equation converts from the Kennicutt & Evans (2012) SFR
calibration to the Kennicutt (1998a) calibration. We calculate extinction-corrected
SFRs using the WISE 12 m and 22 m luminosities and assuming a Calzetti et al.
(2000) extinction law. We compare these SFRs with the ALFALFA-H SFRs in Fig-
ure 2.4. A few galaxies show higher SFRs using the WISE extinction correction than
the original ALFALFA-H extinction correction. These galaxies show prominent dust
lanes or appear reddened in SDSS images. For these particular objects, the original
extinction correction used to derive the ALFALFA-H SFRs is likely insucient.
The WISE-derived SFRs appear systematically lower than the ALFALFA-H SFRs
by 0.1 dex for several galaxies, mostly point-source WISE detections. The WISE
prole-t uxes for these sources may be underestimated, as discussed in Cutri et al.
(2012). Overall, however, the WISE-derived SFRs and ALFALFA-H SFRs show
reasonable agreement.
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Figure 2.4: A comparison of the ALFALFA-H SFRs with SFRs corrected for ex-
tinction using (a) WISE 12 m luminosities and (b) 22 m luminosities.
Circles indicate galaxies detected as point sources in the WISE catalog,
and crosses indicate galaxies detected as extended objects in the catalog.
The solid line shows a one-to-one relation. Representative error bars are
shown in the lower right corner.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 H i Gas Content
2.3.1.1 The H i Gas Supply of Starbursts
Star formation is intimately linked with the cold gas content of galaxies. A large
H i supply may be necessary to fuel high SFRs, but the resulting feedback may expel or
ionize much of the H i gas. Given the extreme levels of star formation and feedback
in starburst galaxies, we consider whether their H i content diers from the other
galaxies in the ALFALFA-H sample. High starburst H i gas fractions may suggest
that a large gas reservoir is a key precondition for triggering a starburst, while H i-
deciencies might indicate that radiative feedback plays the dominant role in shaping
starbursts' ISM.
In non-starbursts, larger H i reservoirs do appear to lead to enhanced star for-
mation. As shown by Huang et al. (2012) for ALFALFA galaxies, SFR correlates
with MHI, indicating a link between atomic gas and star formation. Since part of
this trend may result from the tight relation between SFR and stellar mass, we ex-
amine whether highly star-forming galaxies have more H i than galaxies of a similar
mass. In Figure 2.5, we show the ratio of MHI to stellar mass (M) as a function
of SFR and M. Previous studies have found that at a given stellar mass, galaxies
with higher SFRs tend to be more H i-rich (e.g., Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al.,
2012), and the ALFALFA-H sample also exhibits this trend. However, while some
of the starbursts' SFRs are at least an order of magnitude higher than other galaxies
of the same mass, their H i gas fractions do not show a comparable increase. In fact,
the starburst H i gas fractions are similar to those of star-forming galaxies with much
lower SFRs. In the starburst regime, H i content and star formation do not appear
to be closely coupled.
The starbursts are H i-rich relative to the ALFALFA-H sample as a whole, but
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this H i-richness results from their lower-than-average stellar masses. Low-mass galax-
ies in general tend to be more H i-rich (e.g., Gavazzi et al., 1996; Huang et al., 2012),
and in most cases, the H i gas fractions of the starbursts are similar to other low-mass,
gas-rich galaxies. The relatively high MHI limit of the ALFALFA-H survey leads
to a tight relation between MHI=M and M; Figure 2.6 displays the least-squares
t to this relation for the non-starbursts in the sample. Most of the starbursts have
MHI=M values that are within 1 of the best-t line. Only two of the starbursts
have MHI=M ratios that appear high for their stellar mass, deviating by > 2 from
the main trend (Figure 2.6). One starburst even has a lower-than-average H i gas
fraction. This fact suggests that the high SFRs of the starbursts are not caused by
an excess of H i, but rather by an enhanced eciency of converting H i into H2 gas
and stars.
Although the starbursts are not excessively H i-rich for their stellar masses, they
are also not H i-decient. This conclusion contrasts with the results of Oey et al.
(2007) for starbursts in the SINGG sample and may indicate that radiative feedback
in the ALFALFA-H starbursts does not signicantly aect their total gas content.
However, Oey et al. (2007) use R-band magnitude as a proxy for stellar mass and iden-
tify starbursts based on star formation intensity (SFI), rather than EW. To compare





whereR50 is the R-band half-light radius and SFR50 is the SFR within that radius. We
show the relation between SFI and the ratio of MHI to R-band luminosity, MHI/LR,
in Figure 2.7a. Galaxies with higher SFI do appear to have lower ratios of MHI/LR.
On the other hand, as discussed in x 2.2.2, R-band luminosities may overestimate
the stellar masses of starbursts, leading to underestimates of their H i gas fractions.
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Figure 2.5: SFR andM for the fall ALFALFA-H sample. Color shows MHI/M, and
diamonds indicate starburst galaxies, as identied by H EW. The black
cross at the lower right shows representative error bars. At a given M,
galaxies with higher SFRs tend to have slightly higher H i gas fractions.
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Figure 2.6: MHI=M andM for the fall ALFALFA-H sample. Symbols are described
in Figure 2.5. The solid line shows a least-squares t to the non-starburst
galaxies. Two starbursts, shown in red, have MHI=M values 2 higher
than the best-t line.
In Figure 2.7b we replace LR with M, calculated as described in x 2.2.2. The trend
between H i content and SFI now appears weaker, and even at the highest SFI end,
galaxies span a range of H i gas fractions. The residual negative correlation between
MHI/M and SFI is due to the scalings of H i gas fraction, SFR, and half-light radius
with M in the ALFALFA-H mass regime (e.g., Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al.,
2012; Brinchmann et al., 2004; Shen et al., 2003). Feedback from starbursts at high
SFI does not necessarily result in a reduced H i content.
The H i-richness of the starbursts indicates that they are not able to completely
ionize or consume their neutral gas. Radiative feedback in high SFI galaxies does not
appear to signicantly aect their global H i gas fractions, perhaps because most of
the H i gas mass resides at radii well outside the star-forming regions. The gas column
near the starburst may be thick enough to prevent the escape of ionizing photons,
and in addition, any decrease in H i from photoionization may be oset by an increase
in H i from H2 photodissociation.
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Figure 2.7: (a) MHI/LR vs. SFI, with symbols as in Figure 2.5. Galaxies with higher
SFI have lower MHI/LR. (b) When we substitute M estimates from
SDSS photometry for LR, MHI/M shows a weaker negative correlation
with SFI, and high SFI galaxies span a wide range of MHI/M. Color
shows M.
2.3.1.2 The Connection Between H i Gas Fraction and Specic Star For-
mation Rate
The ALFALFA-H galaxies indicate that H i gas fraction generally increases with
sSFR, although this trend may atten in the starburst regime and the data show
substantial scatter. The relatively weak connection between sSFR and H i gas fraction
(Figure 2.8) is seemingly at odds with the well-established tight correlation between
H i gas fraction and NUV-r color (e.g., Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012).
The GASS sample shows that the best predictors of a galaxy's H i gas fraction are
NUV-r and stellar mass surface density (Catinella et al., 2010). Similarly, we observe
a tight trend between H i gas fraction and SDSS g   r color (Figure 2.9a). The
weaker trend with H-derived sSFR and strong trend with g  r suggest two possible
explanations: (1) dust extinction drives the close correlation between g  r color and
H i or (2) galaxies' global H i content is more closely linked with the SFR averaged
over long timescales than with instantaneous star formation (e.g., Kannappan et al.,
2013).
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Figure 2.8: (a)MHI/M vs. sSFR, with symbols as in Figure 2.5. To compare with
Figure 2.9b, we show ALFALFA-H galaxies detected in WISE in black
and non-detections in gray. (b) MHI/M vs. H EW.
To estimate the eect of dust extinction on SDSS color, we use the WISE 12 m
and 22 m luminosities to derive the E(g   r) color excess. Following Wen et al.




100:4kHE(B V )   1

(2.4)
where L is the 12 m or 22 m luminosity, LH(obs) is the H luminosity with
no correction for internal extinction, kH is the reddening curve at H, and  is a
coecient that depends on the extinction law andWISE band used (Wen et al., 2014).
We then convert E(B   V ) to E(g   r), using the conversion in Yuan et al. (2013).
The median AV values inferred for the ALFALFA-H sample using the Calzetti et al.
(2000) and Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction laws are in the range of 0.5-0.6. These
values are comparable to the face-on AV values calculated from radiative transfer
models of spiral galaxies (Xilouris et al., 1999; Bianchi, 2007; De Geyter et al., 2014).
After correcting the SDSS g   r colors for extinction, the trend with H i gas fraction
weakens substantially (Figure 2.9).
We run Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis (SPS) models to
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Figure 2.9: (a) SDSS g  r color and MHI/M show a tight correlation. Symbols and
colors are the same as in Figures 2.5 and 2.8. The x-axis is ipped to
match the orientation of Figure 2.8. (b) MHI/M vs. SDSS g   r color,
after correcting for extinction using the WISE 12 m luminosities. Black
points indicate extinctions derived assuming a Calzetti et al. (2000) ex-
tinction law, and blue points indicate extinctions derived with the Cardelli
et al. (1989) extinction law. The calculated errors include photometric
uncertainties, the uncertainties in the coecients in Equation 2.4 due to
adopting dierent extinction laws, and the uncertainty in the E(B V ) to
E(g   r) conversion. (c) MHI/M vs. SDSS g   r color, after correcting
for extinction using the WISE 22 m luminosities.
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conrm whether the above dust extinction corrections are realistic for the low sSFR
galaxies in our sample. We use the Padova 1994 isochrones at metallicities of 0.2
and 1 Z (Bressan et al., 1993; Fagotto et al., 1994) and the Chabrier (2003) initial
mass function. To estimate the expected colors of the low sSFR galaxies, we adopt
a log-normal star formation history, as recommended by Gladders et al. (2013) for
eld galaxies. For present-day sSFRs of 10 12   10 11 yr 1 and peak star formation
at z = 0:7  3, the intrinsic g  r colors range from 0.5 to 0.8. While not exhaustive,
these models hint at the range of colors we should expect for the reddest galaxies in
the absence of dust.
The SPS models cannot reproduce the reddest observed g r colors, (g r) > 0:8,
even assuming peak star formation at z  6. In fact, as suggested by the extinction-
corrected colors in Figure 2.9, a wide range of star formation histories produces a
relatively narrow range of stellar population colors. The extinction-corrected colors
in Figure 2.9 do appear more blue than predicted by the SPS models, with median
g r colors of 0.2-0.3 using the 12m band and 0.4-0.5 using the 22m band. Although
WISE is less sensitive at 22m than at 12m, the warm dust traced by the 22m band
(Jarrett et al., 2013) may be a better indicator of the total stellar extinction than
the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) traced by the 12m band. Adopting a
more realistic, bursty star formation history in the models could also lead to better
agreement with theWISE extinction-corrected colors. Regardless, theWISE data and
SPS models suggest that dust extinction could be responsible for the tight correlation
between g   r color and H i gas fraction.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show that, in star-forming galaxies, H i gas fraction correlates
weakly with sSFR; the tight connection between H i and g  r color may stem almost
entirely from a link between extinction and H i gas fraction. Nevertheless, we caution
that ALFALFA misses most galaxies on the red sequence (Huang et al., 2012), and
including this population may result in a clearer trend between color and H i gas
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Figure 2.10: MHI/M vs. E(B   V ) derived using the WISE 12m luminosities and
Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law. Color indicates stellar mass. Sym-
bols are described in Figure 2.5.
fraction. For our sample, the correlation between H i gas fraction and color may
reect an underlying trend between dust content and stellar mass. Figure 2.10 illus-
trates that the WISE-derived extinctions, from the 12m luminosities and Cardelli
et al. (1989) extinction law, correlate with stellar mass and anti-correlate with H i gas
fraction. The results for the WISE 22 m data and for the Calzetti et al. (2000) ex-
tinction law are similar. The outlier at the highest E(B   V ) in Figure 2.10 is UGC
1488, which has a high inclination, prominent dust lane, and signs of morphological
disturbance. Higher mass, star-forming galaxies have both higher dust masses and
higher dust-to-gas ratios, possibly due to the galaxies' higher average metallicities.
Conversely, these same high-mass, dusty galaxies have low H i gas fractions, due to a
higher star formation eciency or a lower gas accretion rate (e.g., Dave et al., 2011a;
Kannappan et al., 2013).
The metallicities of galaxies may set their dust content and may ultimately drive
the observed trend between g r color and H i gas fraction. Bothwell et al. (2013) show
that the mass-metallicity relation of galaxies depends strongly on H i gas fraction. As
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Figure 2.11: SFR vs. HI, calculated from Equations 2.3 and 2.5. Since H i radii are
typically more extended than R90, HI is likely overestimated. The error
bars account for statistical uncertainties only.
a galaxy evolves, the balance of H i inows, star formation, and outows determines
both its metallicity and its H i gas fraction. The tight trend between color and H i gas
fraction is therefore a manifestation of the key role of H i gas in regulating galaxy
metallicities.
2.3.1.3 Kennicutt-Schmidt Law
Although H i gas fraction and sSFR do not appear strongly correlated, gas surface
density may be the more relevant parameter for star formation. According to the
Kennicutt-Schmidt Law (Kennicutt, 1998b), galaxies with a higher SFR surface den-
sity should have a higher gas surface density. We set SFR equal to the SFI calculated
in Equation 2.3. Due to the 3.50 resolution of the Arecibo beam, we do not have radii
for the H i gas. However, since H i diameters are observed to scale with galaxy optical
diameters (e.g., Broeils & Rhee, 1997; Swaters et al., 2002), we use the SDSS radius







H i diameters are typically larger than optical diameters, so these HI values are likely
overestimates.
We plot SFR and HI for the sample in Figure 2.11. We nd no correlation
between the H i and SFR surface densities, consistent with results that show that
molecular gas primarily sets the Kennicutt-Schmidt Law (Schruba et al., 2011). Al-
though most galaxies lie near the threshold density of 10 M pc 2 for conversion
to molecular gas, we expect their actual HI values to be below this threshold, due to
our underestimate of the H i radii. On average, the starbursts tend to have elevated
HI relative to the rest of the sample, with an average HI more than 3 times higher
than the non-starbursts. Higher surface densities may aid the conversion of atomic
gas to molecular gas and fuel star formation. Alternatively, the starbursts may have
more spatially extended H i than the other galaxies, or they may have lower metallic-
ities and higher H i saturation thresholds (e.g., Bolatto et al., 2011). As with H i gas
fraction, the starbursts' HI tend to be high, but they do not dier dramatically from
the non-starbursts in the sample.
Whether we consider sSFR, H EW, extinction-corrected g   r color, or SFI,
the H i content of galaxies shows only a weak connection with star formation. The
starbursts have high H i gas fractions compared to the full ALFALFA-H sample
but show little to no increase in H i gas fraction relative to similar mass galaxies.
These observations suggest that the H i content of gas-rich galaxies remains relatively
constant, even during a starburst episode. Any excess H i is eciently converted into
H2, and photodissociation of H2 may balance the consumption or ionization of H i.
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2.3.2 Star Formation Eciency
Since the starbursts have slightly high, but not unusual, H i content for their
masses, their SFRs imply a high star formation eciency (SFE). We calculate the





and we show the relation between tdep and sSFR in Figure 2.12. The starburst
H i depletion times are listed in Table 2.1. Most of the sample shows no correlation
between sSFR or EW and H i depletion time. However, the starbursts tend to have
short H i depletion times, despite the fact that they are H i-rich. All the starbursts
have H i gas fractions above the sample median, and all but one have depletion times
below the sample median. In particular, the two strongest or youngest starbursts,
as measured by EW, have both the highest H i gas fractions and the highest SFE.
Saintonge et al. (2011b) suggest that weak starbursts in the high mass GASS sample
may not be able to access H i easily, since they have the same H i tdep as non-starbursts.
In contrast, our starbursts do show lower tdep, which may indicate that lower mass
starbursts are eciently converting H i to H2 and stars.
In general, tdep decreases slightly withM (Figure 2.13a), for masses below 1010M
(e.g., Bothwell et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2012). The high H i gas fractions and low
SFE observed for the lowest mass galaxies imply that their accretion rate exceeds their
rate of H i-H2 conversion (e.g., Huang et al., 2012; Kannappan et al., 2013). However,
the low-mass end also contains several galaxies with tdep an order of magnitude lower
than the average for their stellar mass. When we bin the sample galaxies into equally
spaced stellar mass bins, the lowest mass bin shows the highest scatter, a standard
deviation of 0.64 dex, compared to deviations of 0.4 dex for the next three mass
bins (Figure 2.13a). This lowest mass bin also exhibits the largest scatter (0.88 dex)
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Figure 2.12: The relation between tdep and H EW (left panel) and tdep and sSFR
(right panel). The right panel only includes galaxies with reliable SDSS
photometry. The dashed line in both panels indicates the Hubble time.
Despite their high H i content, most starbursts have shorter tdep than
the rest of the sample.
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Figure 2.13: tdep (left panel) and sSFR (right panel) as a function of M. The red
points indicate the mean values for evenly spaced bins of M and the
red error bars denote the standard deviation in each bin.
in sSFR (Figure 2.13b). Lee et al. (2007) explain the scatter in sSFR as an increase
in\burstiness" at low stellar masses. The gas-richness of star-forming dwarf galaxies,
combined with their wide-ranging star formation eciencies, suggest that H i gas may
accumulate until a dynamical disturbance triggers gas inows and compression.
Galaxy structure may also play a role in determining H i to H2 conversion e-
ciency. Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006) argue that in disk galaxies, the midplane pressure
sets the H2/H i ratio and hence the SFE. Since the midplane pressure should scale
with stellar mass surface density,  (e.g., Blitz & Rosolowsky, 2004), we plot tdep as





where R50;r is the SDSS r-band Petrosian (1976) half-light radius. Figure 2.14 shows
that for the ALFALFA-H galaxies, tdep decreases with , as expected if higher
surface density disks convert H i to stars more eciently.
However, this trend is the exact opposite of that found by Saintonge et al. (2012) for
the COLD GASS survey, where the mean H i tdep increases with . The COLD
GASS sample (Saintonge et al., 2011a,b; Catinella et al., 2012) is a random sub-
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set of the optically-selected massive galaxies from the GASS sample. We show the
H i tdep and  of the COLD GASS galaxies, calculated following Equations 2.6 and
2.7, in Figure 2.14. The COLD GASS stellar masses and SFRs are calculated from
SDSS and GALEX photometry (Saintonge et al., 2011a,b). We removed nine COLD
GASS galaxies whose SDSS DR9 r-band magnitudes diered from the quoted r-band
magnitudes in the COLD GASS catalog by more than 1 magnitude.
The discrepancy between the ALFALFA-H galaxies and the COLD GASS galax-
ies is likely due to the quenching of star formation in more massive galaxies. Fig-
ure 2.14 shows that the scatter in tdep increases dramatically above a  of 108:7
M kpc 2, identied as a \quenching threshold" by Catinella et al. (2010) and Sain-
tonge et al. (2011a). The H i depletion times of the few ALFALFA-H galaxies in
this high stellar surface density regime are consistent with those of the COLD GASS
population. Saintonge et al. (2012) suggest that galaxies with high stellar surface
densities may be more stable to fragmentation due to their bulge-dominated mor-
phologies (e.g., Ostriker & Peebles, 1973) or may no longer have access to their
H i reservoir.
We use the SDSS surface brightness prole ts of Simard et al. (2011) to quan-
tify the morphologies of the COLD GASS galaxies. These ts are not available for
the ALFALFA-H galaxies, which fall in the more recent, SDSS DR9 sky coverage.
Following Simard et al. (2011), we adopt a bulge+disk model if the probability that
the bulge+disk model is not required is below 0.32; if the probability is higher, we
use a pure Sersic model. Figure 2.15 shows that the COLD GASS disk galaxies con-
tinue the trend of decreasing tdep with  seen in the ALFALFA-H sample, while
spheroid-dominated galaxies deviate to higher tdep. Although all the oset galaxies
appear to be bulge-dominated, they show no discernible trend between bulge-to-disk
ratio and tdep.
The spheroidal galaxies also appear oset to lower sSFRs (Figure 2.16a) compared
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Figure 2.14: tdep as a function of  for the ALFALFA-H sample (black circles
and diamonds) and the COLD GASS sample (gray crosses). Below the
\quenching threshold" of  = 108:7 Mkpc 2 (Catinella et al., 2010;
Saintonge et al., 2011a), tdep decreases with increasing . The black
cross indicates the average statistical errors for the ALFALFA-H sam-
ple, and the dashed line indicates the Hubble time.
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Figure 2.15: tdep as a function of  for the ALFALFA-H non-starbursts (black
circles) and starbursts (diamonds) and the COLD GASS sample (colored
circles and crosses). The COLD GASS galaxies are colored by bulge-to-
disk ratio from the Simard et al. (2011) SDSS ts. The crosses indicate
COLD GASS galaxies for which a pure Sersic prole is preferable; red
crosses indicate a Sersic index  2, and purple crosses indicate a Sersic
index < 2.
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to the COLD GASS and ALFALFA-H galaxies, supporting the idea that they have
quenched their star formation. Interestingly, at a given , the MHI/M values of
spheroidal galaxies are independent of sSFR (Figure 2.16b), indicating that the dis-
persion in tdep at the high  end is not the result of a wide range in H i content.
Instead, the low sSFR galaxies appear unable to use their H i eciently. In terms of
absoluteMHI, galaxies with the highest H i masses tend to live just below the quench-
ing threshold (Figure 2.16c); galaxies with higher  must have lost or consumed their
H i gas during the quenching process. The lack of a trend with bulge-to-disk ratio or
MHI/M among the quenched galaxies suggests that the spatial distribution of H i gas
may account for their variation in SFE.
While the spheroidal galaxies exhibit the highest tdep for their , starbursts have
low tdep relative to galaxies of a similar M or  (Figures 2.13-2.16). Many studies
have pointed out the role mergers may play in enhancing SFE (e.g., Solomon & Sage,
1988; Combes et al., 1994; Bouche et al., 2007; Di Matteo et al., 2007; Bournaud et al.,
2011). Turbulence and gas ows during major mergers can lead to the ecient forma-
tion of molecular gas, shifting the ISM gas distribution to higher densities (Bournaud
et al., 2011; Powell et al., 2013). During a gas-rich merger, the total gas fraction
of a galaxy may increase due to the addition of new gas; however, if the distribu-
tion of gas becomes skewed to higher gas densities, the H2 gas fraction may increase
more strongly than the H i gas fraction. This scenario could potentially explain the
moderately high H i gas fractions and short tdep of the ALFALFA-H starbursts.
2.3.3 Morphology and Mergers
The starbursts' morphologies and kinematics may demonstrate whether dynamical
disturbances are enhancing the SFE. One measure of morphological disturbance is































































































































Conselice et al. (2000b), as
AR = min(
P jI0   I180jP jI0j ) min(
P jB0  B180jP jI0j ); (2.8)
where I0 is the original image, I180 is the image rotated by 180
, B0 is a background
region, and B180 is a background region rotated by 180
. We sum over all the image
pixels within the Petrosian radius (Petrosian, 1976) at the  = 0:2 surface brightness
level, and we scale the background region to the same size. The minimization nds the
rotational center that produces the lowest asymmetry value. Prior to the calculation,
all images are background-subtracted, and we mask all stars within approximately
ve galaxy radii using the IRAF6 task imedit. As recommended by Conselice et al.
(2000b), we adopt a signal-to-noise (S/N) cut of 100. Below this value, the scatter
in AR dramatically increases and 41% of the ALFALFA-H galaxies have unphysical
negative AR values.
We show images of the eight ALFALFA-H starbursts and their calculated asym-
metries in Figure 2.17 and list the asymmetry values in Table 2.1. The ve starbursts
with S/N > 100 have asymmetries ranging from 0.18-0.68, higher than the median
sample asymmetry of 0.14. Conselice (2003) suggests that asymmetries above 0.35
may indicate major mergers. Figure 2.18 shows the asymmetries of the sample as a
function of H EW. All the starbursts have slightly elevated asymmetries, and two
(AGC 330517 and AGC 330500) are clearly major mergers. However, we nd equally
disturbed galaxies at lower values of H EW, indicating that not all the H i-rich
mergers are starbursts.
If the starbursts are merging systems, they appear to be near coalescence. Simula-
tions of major mergers also indicate that the peak star formation activity should occur
at this time (e.g., Mihos & Hernquist, 1994; Cox et al., 2008; Lotz et al., 2010b).
6IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
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AGC 112546 AGC 330517 AGC 122866 AGC 120193
AGC 333529 AGC 330500 AGC 122187 AGC 331191
A=0.24 A=0.68 A=0.18
A=0.43 A=0.18
Figure 2.17: Morphologies of the eight ALFALFA-H starbursts, organized in order
of H EW (see Table 2.1). The highest EW starburst is at the upper
left, and the lowest EW starburst is at the lower right. The ALFALFA-
H R-band images appear in red, SDSS g-band images appear in green,
and the continuum-subtracted H emission is shown in blue. All images
have a logarithmic brightness scale. AGC 120193 does not have SDSS
images. The solid white line in each panel corresponds to 5 kpc. The R-
band asymmetries are indicated for the ve starbursts with S/N> 100.
The yellow region above AGC 330500 is a bright star.
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Figure 2.18: The R-band asymmetries and H EWs for galaxies with S/N> 100. The
solid line shows the median asymmetry and the dotted line shows the
AR > 0:35 criterion for identifying major mergers. The downward arrow
indicates an outlier with unphysical negative asymmetry.
The two most asymmetric starbursts, AGC 330517 and AGC 330500, are also the
starbursts with the highest osets from the H i gas fraction and stellar mass relation
for the sample (see Figure 2.6). High gas-fraction mergers experience more extended
star formation, which causes them to appear asymmetric over a longer timescale (Lotz
et al., 2010a). Alternatively, these two starbursts may be in an earlier merger stage
than the other starbursts, prior to coalescence, when they have not yet consumed
or expelled much of their H i gas. The individual merging galaxies in AGC 330517
and AGC 330500 are still distinguishable in Figure 2.17, which supports this pos-
sibility. The other three starbursts with asymmetry measurements have AR  0:2,
only slightly higher than the average asymmetry of the full sample. These lower
asymmetries could simply reect the clumpy star formation in these galaxies, or they
could indicate a mild dynamical disturbance. The asymmetries could also be consis-
tent with a later merger stage; the simulations of Lotz et al. (2010b) show that the
peak star formation in major mergers may occur a few hundred Myr after the peak
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asymmetry. Mild asymmetries of AR  0:2 correspond to this peak star-forming,
coalescence stage. The asymmetries of the starbursts suggest that dynamical distur-
bances are triggering the ecient conversion of H i into H2 throughout the merger.
Earlier stage mergers may still exhibit excess H i, which is consumed or ionized by
the end of the starburst phase.
Disturbed gas kinematics may also be a sign of galaxy interactions. The H i veloc-
ity proles of merging galaxies often exhibit asymmetries or wide, high-velocity wings
due to an excess of high-velocity gas (e.g., Gallagher et al., 1981; Mirabel & Sanders,
1988). To quantify this high-velocity excess, we calculate the ratio of the H i velocity
width at 20% of the peak ux to the width at 50% of the peak,W20=W50, as suggested
by Conselice et al. (2000a). Since the ALFALFA velocity resolution is 10 km s 1 , we
calculate an upper limit to W20=W50 for galaxies with W20=2 W50=2 < 10 km s 1 .
We show the H i width ratios and H EWs of the sample in Figure 2.19 and Table 2.1.
All of the starbursts have H i width ratios greater than the sample median, although as
with morphological asymmetry, high H i width ratios occur in non-starbursts as well.
In simulations of merging galaxies, Powell et al. (2013) nd that interaction-driven
turbulence, rather than supernova feedback, creates the high gas velocity dispersions
observed in mergers. They argue that this enhanced turbulence increases the SFR by
shifting the gas distribution to higher densities. The observed H i gas disturbances
are therefore a possible cause of the high star formation eciencies in the starbursts.
Non-interacting dwarf galaxies may also show broad wings in their H i proles,
however, and the high W20=W50 ratios of the starbursts do not necessarily prove they
are interacting (e.g., Gallagher et al., 1981). We display the H i velocity proles of
the starbursts in Figure 2.20. While the H i proles of several starbursts appear broad
or irregular, the proles of some of the lower-mass starbursts, especially AGC 112546
and AGC 122866, appear quite narrow and only have upper limits on W20=W50.
For comparison, we show examples of non-starburst H i proles in Figure 2.21. For
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Figure 2.19: H i velocity width ratios, W20=W50, and H EWs of the ALFALFA-
H sample. The dashed line shows the median W20=W50; this median
includes galaxies with only upper limits on W20=W50, and therefore may
be overestimated. The starbursts tend to have higher than average
H i width ratios. Representative error bars are shown at the upper left
of the plot.
each starburst, we randomly selected a non-starburst counterpart with M within
0.5 dex and with a similar S/N H i spectrum. Since one starburst, AGC 120193,
does not have SDSS photometry, we selected a non-starburst with MHI within 0.5
dex. The H i velocity proles of the four most massive starbursts, AGC 330517, AGC
120193, AGC 330500, and AGC 331191, do appear to have broader wings than the
straight-sided proles of the non-starbursts. However, the proles of the four lower
mass starbursts (M < 108M) are indistinguishable from non-starburst proles of
similar mass galaxies. We caution that the resolution of the H i spectra may be
too low to accurately probe the prole shapes of these galaxies. Nevertheless, as
discussed in x 2.3.1.1, the low mass starbursts also have H i gas fractions comparable
to those of low mass non-starbursts. Their global H i gas may therefore be unrelated
to their star formation. Infalling gas clouds are one possible trigger of star formation
in dwarf galaxies (e.g., Gordon & Gottesman, 1981; Lopez-Sanchez et al., 2012b;
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Figure 2.20: The H i velocity proles of the starbursts, ordered as in Figure 2.17.
Verbeke et al., 2014). Verbeke et al. (2014) show that this type of interaction may
generate multiple starburst episodes; disturbed gas kinematics may only be observable
during the initial starburst and with favorable viewing orientations. These low-mass
starbursts may therefore no longer show H i disturbances and may have consumed
some of their H i during a prior burst.
Although the traditional picture of merger-driven star formation emphasizes nu-
clear starbursts, recent studies have suggested that mergers may also cause a substan-
tial increase in extended star formation (e.g., Ellison et al., 2013; Powell et al., 2013).
In Figure 2.22, we show the fraction of star formation within R50 for starbursts and
non-starbursts. We only include galaxies with a S/N> 10 in the H image. Three
starbursts (AGC 112546, AGC 122866, and AGC 331191) show highly concentrated
star formation, with more than 80% of their H emission contained within R50. How-
ever, other starbursts, particularly AGC 120193 and AGC 333529, show H ii regions
oset from the main R-band center of the galaxy. The majority of the star forma-
tion in these two starbursts is outside R50. Gas ows in starbursts fuel nuclear star
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Figure 2.21: The H i velocity proles of eight non-starbursts, selected to have similar
stellar masses and S/N spectra as the corresponding starbursts in Fig-
ure 2.20. Since one starburst (AGC 120193) does not have a stellar mass
estimate, we select the corresponding galaxy (UGC 12427) on the basis
of H i mass. The double-peaked prole of UGC 12427 is typical of spiral
galaxies.
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Figure 2.22: The fraction of H emission within the R-band half-light radius for non-
starbursts (solid lines) and starbursts (dashed lines). Only galaxies with
an H S/N> 10 are shown.
formation in many, but not all, cases.
The starbursts generally appear more morphologically and kinematically disturbed
than gas-rich non-starbursts. These disturbances may allow the starbursts to use their
H i gas more eciently by triggering H i inows that raise the gas column density.
Several of the starbursts appear to be major mergers near coalescence. The evidence
for interaction is less clear among the lower mass starbursts; these galaxies may be
experiencing periodic starbursts, possibly due to previous interactions with H i gas
clouds. The low potential wells of these starbursts may contribute to cyclical bursts
(e.g., Lee et al., 2007; Verbeke et al., 2014). By expelling the inner gas, supernova
feedback may temporarily quench the starburst. This gas may later fall back onto the
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galaxy to trigger a later starburst. The large H i gas fractions of the dwarf starbursts
provide a plentiful neutral gas supply capable of fueling multiple starburst episodes.
The balance between infall and feedback may lead to a relatively stable H i supply
in gas-rich starbursts. Addition of H i gas through interaction with a gas cloud or gas-
rich galaxy may initially raise the H i gas fraction. This excess H i quickly disappears,
however, as gas compression or turbulence resulting from these interactions eciently
converts the H i gas to H2 and stars. As the starburst progresses, the H i gas fraction
may stabilize instead of continuing its decrease. The starburst may not aect H i gas in
the outer galaxy, and photodissociation of molecular gas may replenish H i in the inner
regions. Indeed, previous observations have demonstrated that photodissociated gas
may be a signicant component of the ISM in the inner regions of starburst galaxies
(e.g., Stacey et al., 1991). Radiative feedback does not appear sucient to deplete
the H i gas in the starbursts through ionization, and the starbursts with the highest
ratios of H luminosity to H imass (i.e., the shortest tdep) also show the highest H i gas
fractions. After the starburst, the remaining H i reservoir may continue to fuel star
formation, or additional feedback mechanisms, such as supernovae, may ultimately
quench the burst.
2.4 Conclusion
The ALFALFA-H survey illuminates the roles of gas accretion and feedback in
determining the H i content of starburst galaxies and in triggering and sustaining star
formation. We use H EW to identify eight starbursts within the 565 galaxies of the
fall-sky ALFALFA-H sample, a volume-limited subset of the H i-selected ALFALFA
survey. With this statistical, H i-selected sample we compare the properties of gas-rich
starbursts and non-starbursts.
We nd that gas-rich starbursts are able to maintain a relatively constant H i sup-
ply. Most of the eight starbursts show little to no increase in MHI/M relative to
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galaxies of a similar mass, which suggests that by the time of the starburst episode,
any excess atomic gas has already been converted into H2. Starbursts that appear
to be in a pre-coalescent merger stage do show some evidence for enhanced H i gas
fractions, indicating that the conversion of excess H i to H2 is not yet complete. These
two starbursts have the most asymmetric optical morphologies and show the largest
deviations from the main MHI/M vs. M relation for the sample. Their high H i gas
fractions may indicate that H i-to-H2 conversion is an ongoing process during mergers.
As star formation continues, the H i gas fraction may stabilize, with photodissocia-
tion of H2 likely compensating for decreases in H i due to consumption and ionization.
Although we do not nd that starbursts are unusually H i-rich, we also do not nd
that starbursts are H i-decient, as suggested for starbursts in the SINGG sample
(Oey et al., 2007). The trend of lower MHI/LR in higher SFI galaxies results from
the lower M=LR ratios of the starbursts, rather than low MHI values, and high SFI
galaxies span a wide range of H i gas fractions. Ionization does not appear to substan-
tially deplete the starbursts' H i gas. In fact, the starbursts with the highest ratios of
H luminosity to H i mass also have the highest H i gas fractions. The similarity of
the H i gas fractions of starbursts and non-starbursts may indicate that the intense
ionizing radiation of the starbursts does not penetrate to the outermost regions host-
ing much of the H i mass. Near the starburst, photodissociation of molecular gas may
largely balance photoionization of H i.
On average, ALFALFA-H galaxies with higher instantaneous sSFRs tend to have
higher H i gas fractions, but this trend shows substantial scatter. In contrast, we
observe a tight trend between H i gas fraction and g r color. However, this correlation
does not reect a connection between H i content and the SFR averaged over long
timescales, but rather an anticorrelation between dust extinction and H i gas fraction.
Massive, star-forming galaxies with low H i gas fractions tend to have higher dust-to-
gas ratios and hence, redder colors, leading to the observed trend.
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In examining the factors that enhance the SFE of galaxies, we nd that disk
galaxies lie on a sequence of decreasing H i depletion time with increasing stellar
surface density. The observed trend is consistent with the idea that higher midplane
pressures encourage the formation of H2 from H i (Blitz & Rosolowsky, 2006). Disk
galaxies from the COLD GASS sample (Saintonge et al., 2011a,b) also fall on this
sequence, while spheroid-dominated systems are oset to higher tdep. The spread in
the H i depletion times of the spheroids reects a spread in sSFR, but shows no trend
with either H i gas fraction or bulge-to-disk ratio. Instead, the spatial distribution of
H i in early-type galaxies likely determines whether gas clouds can reach the necessary
densities to form molecular gas.
The starbursts appear to be more ecient star-formers than the rest of the sample,
as indicated by their lower H i depletion times. Major mergers may cause these high
eciencies, as suggested by the starbursts' asymmetric optical morphologies and wide
H i velocity prole wings. The asymmetries and morphologies of the starbursts are
consistent with mergers near coalescence, the merger phase predicted to cause the
largest enhancement in SFR. Finally, consistent with recent merger simulations (e.g.,
Powell et al., 2013), we nd that extended, rather than nuclear, star formation may
dominate the morphologies of some starbursts.
While some of the starbursts are clear mergers, major mergers may not cause
the high SFEs of the lowest mass starbursts. The lowest mass starbursts do not
show more disturbed H i kinematics than other dwarf galaxies, which may suggest
a dierent mechanism is driving their star formation. These dwarf starbursts may
undergo periodic bursts, possibly triggered by interactions with a gas cloud, in which
case unusual gas kinematics might not be apparent (Verbeke et al., 2014). Large
uctuations in SFR appear characteristic of dwarf galaxies (e.g., Lee et al., 2007), and
the dwarf galaxies in our sample also show a larger scatter in SFE than more massive
galaxies. Starbursts in dwarf galaxies may therefore represent a recurrent mode of star
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formation, whereas the more massive starbursts are unusual, merger-driven events.
The large, apparently sustainable H i gas fractions of the dwarf starbursts may provide
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Origin and Optical Depth of Ionizing
Radiation in Extreme Starbursts
3.1 Introduction
Radiative feedback from young stellar clusters has powerful eects on both the
neutral interstellar medium (ISM) and intergalactic medium (IGM). In the early
Universe, massive stars in star-forming galaxies likely produced most of the ionizing
radiation responsible for reionization (e.g., Bolton et al., 2005; Bouwens et al., 2012;
Fontanot et al., 2012). In addition, high-energy radiation from massive stars is a key
component of galactic energy budgets and has important consequences for the neutral
ISM. This radiation may suppress or trigger additional star formation (Elmegreen &
Lada, 1977; Haiman et al., 1997) and may escape from H ii regions to generate the
diuse, warm ionized medium (e.g., Reynolds, 1984; Oey & Kennicutt, 1997).
The fraction of ionizing radiation that escapes H ii regions and galaxies and the
ionizing spectra of massive stars are highly uncertain, however. Near the redshift of
reionization, the low-mass galaxies that may contribute most of the ionizing radiation
are unobservable (Finkelstein et al., 2012). Estimates of the galactic escape fraction
necessary to sustain reionization range from < 13% to  50%, depending on the
luminosity function and redshift assumed (Finkelstein et al., 2012). At low redshift,
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observations of star-forming galaxies give upper limits on the escape fraction of only
a few percent (e.g., Leitherer et al., 1995; Heckman et al., 2001; Siana et al., 2010).
At intermediate redshift, the incidence of detected Lyman continuum radiation is
rare (e.g., Steidel et al., 2001; Shapley et al., 2006) and made uncertain by possible
low-redshift contamination (Vanzella et al., 2012). The intrinsic ionizing spectrum
of massive stars is likewise poorly known at all redshifts. This uncertainty translates
directly to uncertainties in H ii region and galactic escape fractions (e.g., Shapley
et al., 2006; Voges et al., 2008), nebular conditions, and star formation rates.
Nebular spectra can provide information on both the spectral shape of the incident
UV radiation and the optical depth (e.g., Oey et al., 2000; Giammanco et al., 2005;
Zastrow et al., 2013a), but these observations are still out of reach for most high
redshift galaxies. Instead, many studies have focused on samples of low-redshift
galaxies with properties similar to galaxies at high redshift. One such sample is the
`Green Pea' (GP) galaxies (Cardamone et al., 2009), a collection of rare emission-line
galaxies at z = 0:1   0:3 identied in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) through
their unusually strong [O iii] 5007 emission. In particular, due to their extremely
high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, which may indicate a decit of low-ionization emission, the
GPs are an ideal sample to search for optically thin galaxies. The 80 star-forming
GPs resemble high-redshift galaxies through their low metallicities, low extinction,
high UV luminosities, and enormous specic star formation rates (Cardamone et al.,
2009; Izotov et al., 2011; Amorn et al., 2012a; Maseda et al., 2014). Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) imaging of a handful of the GPs reveals clumpy morphologies and
super star clusters (Cardamone et al., 2009), a common mode of star formation at
high redshift (e.g., Cowie et al., 1995; Dickinson et al., 2003; Elmegreen et al., 2005).
The GP sample therefore represents the best opportunity in the local Universe to
study high redshift star-forming conditions and the escape of ionizing radiation.
The precise origin of the GPs' extreme [O iii]/[O ii] ratios is uncertain. One pos-
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sibility is that the high ratios are the result of a high ionization parameter, U . At a
given metallicity, [O iii]/[O ii] increases with U (e.g., Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Martn-





where Q is the hydrogen-ionizing photon emission rate, nH is the total hydrogen
density, r0 is the inner nebular radius, and c is the speed of light (Osterbrock &
Ferland, 2006). As powerful starbursts, the GPs likely have compact star forming
regions and a hard ionizing radiation eld, which may act to increase their ionization
parameters and explain their high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios. Alternatively, Giammanco
et al. (2005) and Pellegrini et al. (2012) demonstrate that escaping ionizing radiation
decreases the emission contribution of low-ionization species. This suppression would
also act to increase the [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and would lead to overestimates of U . In
this paper, we evaluate the possibility that a low optical depth contributes to the
GPs' high observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios. We specically examine the GPs with the
highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and consider whether extreme ionization parameters alone
are sucient to explain the observed ratios.
Several previous works have investigated the ionization conditions in the GPs. In
addition to the GPs' powerful [O iii] emission, Hawley (2012) identies He ii 4686
emission in nine GPs, providing further evidence for high ionization conditions. The
presence of He ii 4686 emission in the GPs may indicate that the GPs are in the
middle of a short-lived phase dominated by emission from Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars
(Hawley, 2012). Additional support for the WR scenario comes from observations by
Amorn et al. (2012a), who nd broad, WR stellar features in deep spectra of three
GPs. However, given the small sample size, it is unclear whether these observations
are characteristic of the other GPs.
Studies of the GPs and similar galaxies suggest that the GPs may indeed be opti-
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cally thin. Intermediate redshift Ly emitters (LAEs) have similar [O iii]/[O ii] ratios
and metallicities to the GPs, and ts to the LAEs' spectra imply high escape frac-
tions (Nakajima et al., 2013). The GP sample overlaps with other nearby samples of
galaxies, selected on the basis of high Balmer line equivalent widths (Shim & Chary,
2013) or high UV surface brightness (Heckman et al., 2005). Studies of these samples
also support a low optical depth. The sample of H emitters (HAEs) studied by Shim
& Chary (2013) resemble WR galaxies in their UV properties and inferred ionization
parameters, although the HAEs are younger and have lower metallicities than the WR
galaxies. Shim & Chary (2013) propose that the high ionization parameters inferred
in the HAEs may instead indicate a low optical depth and a high escape fraction
of ionizing photons. This scenario has also been suggested by Overzier et al. (2009)
for a sample of UV-bright Lyman Break Analogs (LBAs), which includes several of
the GPs. The LBAs show enhanced [O iii]/H ratios, and many of the LBAs have
unusually low ratios of H/UV (Overzier et al., 2009). Although a low optical depth
could explain these properties, Overzier et al. (2009) conclude that an aged starburst
(> 10 Myr old), dominated by supernova heating, provides a better explanation for
the observed spectral properties of the sample. Heckman et al. (2011) investigated
the optically thin scenario by using HST observations of C ii 1335 to infer the optical
depth of several LBAs, including one GP. Although the C ii line in the GP is optically
thin, Heckman et al. (2011) point out that the consistency between the galaxy's H,
UV, and IR luminosities makes the optically thin hypothesis tenuous.
Thus, a variety of ionizing sources and optical depth scenarios may explain the
ionization conditions in GP galaxies. In this paper, we consider in particular whether
a low optical depth could explain the observed line ratios in the GPs with the highest
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios. We select six extreme GPs from the (Cardamone et al., 2009)
sample on the basis of their [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, as these galaxies are the most likely
to be optically thin. We then compare nebular and stellar population models with the
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observed line ratios in the six extreme GPs to evaluate the galaxies' optical depths
and ionizing sources. We discuss the spectral line measurements and properties of the
GPs in x3.2. In x3.3, we analyze the observed line ratios and evaluate the potential
ionizing sources. We discuss the results and their consequences for the optical depth
of the GPs in x4.3 and summarize our results in x3.5. We assume a cosmology with
H0 = 70 km s
 1 Mpc 1, 
m = 0:3, and 0 = 0:7 throughout.
3.2 Data and Measurements
The GPs are a subset of extreme, compact emission-line galaxies at redshifts be-
tween z = 0:1 and z = 0:3 (Izotov et al., 2011). Cardamone et al. (2009) identify
a sample of 103 narrow-line GP galaxies in SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7) through
color selection criteria and signal-to-noise (S/N) cuts. The color selection isolates
galaxies whose u   r, g   r, r   i, and r   z colors deviate from the normal SDSS
galaxy and quasar population due to intense [O iii] 5007 emission in the r band
(Cardamone et al., 2009). Using the Baldwin et al. (1981, BPT) diagram to separate
active galactic nuclei (AGN) and star-forming galaxies, Cardamone et al. (2009) then
identify a sample of 80 starbursting galaxies. Several of these starbursts have high
[O iii] 5007,4959/[O ii] 3727 ratios, implying unusually high ionization parameters
(e.g., Martn-Manjon et al., 2010). The GPs' [O iii]/[O ii] ratios raise the possibil-
ity that the galaxies may be optically thin to Lyman continuum radiation. A low
optical depth would suppress the [O ii] emission, consistent with the high observed
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios. A less-extreme ionization parameter in combination with a low
optical depth could therefore be an alternative explanation for the observed ratios.
We obtained spectra for the 80 starbursting GPs listed in Cardamone et al. (2009)
from the SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al., 2009). We then measured the uxes and
equivalent widths (EWs) of the galaxies' emission lines using the IRAF1 task splot.
1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, which are operated by
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As discussed by Amorn et al. (2012b), the GPs' emission line proles have broad
wings, indicating the presence of high velocity gas. When necessary, we deblended
the H and [N ii] lines using a Voigt prole t, as a Gaussian t did not capture the
emission line wings. The [S ii] 6716 and 6731 lines were deblended with a Gaussian




where rms is the average root-mean-square value per pixel measured at either side of
the spectral line and N is the number of pixels in the line.
We simultaneously t the measured ratios of H/H, H/H, and H/H for both
reddening and stellar absorption. We adopted intrinsic ratios of 2.86, 0.468, and 0.259,
respectively (Storey & Hummer, 1995), which are appropriate for nH = 100 cm
 3 and
Te=10,000 K. We then corrected the line uxes for extinction using the Calzetti
et al. (2000) reddening law. In many of the GPs, the [O iii] 5007,4959/4363 ratio
indicates an electron temperature much higher than Te=10,000 K. As a result, we
re-t the reddening and stellar absorption for these objects, using the Balmer line
ratios at Te=12,500 K or Te=15,000 K from Storey & Hummer (1995). To estimate
the appropriate temperature, we used the IRAF temden routine, assuming a density
of 100 cm 3. We used the errors in the H/H ratios to estimate the uncertainties in
the extinction correction. We further assumed an uncertainty of 0.04 in the intrinsic
H/H ratio, corresponding to the change in the ratio when Te is varied by 2500 K.
The intrinsic ratio is less sensitive to density; increasing the density by an order of
magnitude changes the intrinsic H/H ratio by only 0.01 or less, depending on the
assumed temperature. We then added the reddening uncertainty in quadrature with
the ux errors. As noted by Cardamone et al. (2009), the GPs generally have low
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with
the National Science Foundation.
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extinction, and our average extinction coecient c(H)= 0:27. The stellar absorption
values are also typically low, with a median absorption of 1.05 A, indicating that the
spectra are dominated by a young population.
While the GPs generally have high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, two GPs (J133940.7+552740
and J094347.2+262043) actually have stronger [O ii] emission than [O iii]. Since we
are investigating the causes of high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios in the GPs, we have excluded
these objects from further analysis.
We select the six GPs with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios for more detailed analysis
(Figure 3.1). These extreme GPs have the greatest potential for a low optical depth
or unusual ionizing source. Furthermore, ve of these extreme GPs have detectable
He ii 4686 emission, which improves our constraints on their ionizing sources (x3.3).
Line strengths, errors, and EWs for the six extreme GPs, the GPs with the highest
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios, are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.2.
The GPs have high electron temperatures, as expected for low-metallicity ob-
jects. After correcting for reddening and stellar absorption as discussed above, we
re-calculated the electron temperature. We then calculated the electron density from
the observed [S ii] 6716/6731 ratio with temden and iterated until both tempera-
ture and density converged. The revised temperatures are still consistent with the
temperatures assumed in the reddening calculations. Our calculated temperatures
and densities and the metallicity measurements of Izotov et al. (2011) are listed
in Table 3.3 for the extreme GPs. Izotov et al. (2011) determined abundances us-
ing the direct method, which calculates the oxygen abundance, given the observed
[O iii] and [O ii] uxes and the electron temperature derived from the [O iii] (4959+
5007)/4363 ratio. Table 3.3 also lists the SFR, derived from the H luminosity
according to
logSFR = logL(H)  41:27; (3.3)
where SFR is in units of Myr 1 and L(H) is in ergs s 1 (Kennicutt & Evans,
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Figure 3.1: A histogram of the [O iii] 5007; 4959/[O ii] 3727 ratios in the GPs.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.3: Properties of the Extreme GPs
SDSS ID za [O iii] 4959; 5007=4363 [S ii] 6716=6731 Te ne Zb SFRc
(K) (cm 3) ( Z) (Myr 1)
J0816+22 0.1410 69.901  6.295 1.439d  0.204 15069e 206f 0.204 4.9  0.2
J1219+15 0.1957 65.473  5.145 0.897  0.096 15507 1088 0.158 21.0  0.8
J1012+13 0.1439 75.320  5.886 1.132  0.110 14566 378 0.209 9.6  0.4
J1457+22 0.1488 80.505  6.121 1.259  0.108 14156 171 0.224 13.2  0.5
J1009+29 0.2219 68.501  9.140 1.680d  0.433 15209e 189f 0.166 6.0  0.3
J0303-08 0.1650 68.502  5.778 1.193  0.301 15204 272 0.148 10.1  0.4
aFrom SDSS DR7.
bFrom Izotov et al. (2011). We assume a solar metallicity of 12+log(O/H)=8.69 (Allende Prieto et al., 2001).
cUsing the conversion from H luminosity given in Kennicutt & Evans (2012).
dThe [S ii] ratio is at the low-density limit, and we are unable to determine a density.
eCalculated assuming a density of 100 cm 3.
fThe upper limit is calculated from the 1 errors for the measured [S ii] ratio.
2012). Our SFRs are higher than the ones found for these objects by Cardamone
et al. (2009), despite our use of the Kennicutt & Evans (2012) relation, which leads to
lower SFRs relative to the Kennicutt (1998b) relation. Due to our dierent treatment
of reddening, we nd H luminosities for the extreme GPs that are typically a factor
of 2 greater than found by Cardamone et al. (2009). Cardamone et al. (2009) assume
an intrinsic H/H ratio appropriate for Te = 10
4 K for all the GPs, whereas the six
extreme GPs have temperatures of 15000 K (Table 3.3). In addition, Cardamone
et al. (2009) use the Cardelli et al. (1989) reddening law, instead of the Calzetti et al.
(2000) law we assume.
As evident in Table 3.3, the extreme GPs have an average metallicity near 0.2 Z.
At metallicities Z  0:2Z, temperature gradients in nebulae can cause the direct
method to under- or over-estimate metallicities by 0.2-0.5 dex (Lopez-Sanchez et al.,
2012a). [O ii] temperature estimates are necessary to correct for this eect, but
unfortunately, the [O ii] 7319 and 7330 lines are dominated by noise in the SDSS
spectra. This metallicity uncertainty should be kept in mind for the extreme GPs
J1219+15, J1009+29, and J0303-08, which have metallicities < 0:2Z.
To identify weak lines in the GPs' spectra, we created stacked spectra for sev-
eral subsets of the GPs. We rst corrected the spectra for redshift using the IRAF
task dopcor. We then normalized the spectra to the mean ux in the 4200-4300 A
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range, which is free of strong spectral lines. As a check, we also created stacked
spectra using the SDSS continuum-subtracted spectra and no normalization. These
additional spectra had a at continuum, making the hydrogen absorption lines more
easily visible. Aside from this dierence, using the continuum-subtracted spectra does
not change our results. Following the normalization, we re-binned the spectra to a
dispersion of 1 A/pixel and averaged the spectra, rejecting pixels that deviated by
more than 5 from the median. We created stacked spectra for the full sample of 78
star-forming GPs with [O iii] 5007 >[O ii] 3727 and for a subset of 53 GPs with
the strongest [O iii] emission. Although our analysis focuses on the six extreme GPs,
we created an additional stacked spectrum of the 15 highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratio GPs
to improve the S/N.
3.2.1 Equivalent Widths and Age Constraints
Although several studies have proposed an `aged starburst' hypothesis to explain
the high ionization conditions in the GPs and similar galaxies (e.g., Overzier et al.,
2009), a number of spectral features suggest younger ages for the starbursts, partic-
ularly the starbursts in the highest ionization GPs. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 compare the
EWs and corresponding age estimates for the extreme GPs. The Balmer line EWs
are large; the full sample of 78 GPs has an average redshift-corrected H EW of 607
A, while the high-ionization GPs in Table 3.4 have H EWs 100-1000 A greater
than this average. To estimate the GPs' ages, we ran Starburst99 models (Leitherer
et al., 1999) at Z = 0:2Z for a 106M instantaneous burst and for continuous star
formation with the SFRs in Table 3.3. We used a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function
from 0.1-150M, the Padova evolutionary tracks and mass-loss rates with AGB stars
(Vazquez & Leitherer, 2005), and the Pauldrach et al. (2001) and Hillier & Miller
(1998) stellar atmospheres. For the GPs' H EWs, the instantaneous burst model
places upper limits on the burst ages of 4.2-5.1 Myr (Table 3.4). The H EWs sug-
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gest slightly younger burst ages, with upper limits of 3.7-4.9 Myr. These latter values
may be more reliable due to the low continuum levels in the H spectral region and
blending with the [N ii] lines. We note, however, that both the H and H EWs give
similar ages.
An additional indication of young ages for the GPs' current starburst episodes
comes from the detection of the He i 3819 line. Gonzalez Delgado et al. (1999) show
that this weak line is easily covered up by stellar absorption and is only present for
the rst 3 Myr following an instantaneous burst of star formation. The He i 3819
line is evident in the individual spectra of 5 of the 78 GPs, including J1012+13 and
J1457+22, which are among the extreme GPs (Figure 3.2). J1219+15 may also
exhibit He i 3819 emission, but the emission is only present at a 2.6 level. The
3819 line shows up clearly in each of the stacked spectra as well (Figure 3.2).
The H Balmer lines in the stacked spectra also point to a young age. As with
the He i 3819 line, stellar absorption quickly dominates the higher order Balmer
lines (Gonzalez Delgado et al., 1999). The stacked spectra show the entire Balmer
series in emission, which again indicates an upper limit of 3 Myr on the age of an
instantaneous burst (Gonzalez Delgado et al., 1999).
If the star formation is continuous, however, the GPs' starbursts may be older than
3 Myr. For the case of continuous star formation Starburst99 models, the Balmer line
EWs give upper age limits of 7-60 Myr (Table 3.5). Similarly, the Balmer emission
lines in the stacked spectra give an upper age limit of 20 Myr. The observed He i 3819
EWs indicate young ages, however, even with continuous star formation. Although
He i 3819 can exist in emission for the rst 10 Myr of continuous star formation, the
observed He i 3819 EWs imply ages of 3-6 Myr (Gonzalez Delgado et al., 1999).
Table 3.4 also lists the stellar mass formed in the burst. To estimate the size
of the burst, we compare the observed H luminosities with the ionizing photon

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: The top three panels show the 3740-3860 A region for GPs J1219+15,
J1012+13, and J1457+22. J1012+13 and J1457+22 have detections of
the weak He i 3819 line in emission, and He i 3819 may be present
in J1219+15 as well. The bottom panel shows the same region for the
stacked spectrum of the 15 GPs with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios.
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Table 3.5: Ages of the Extreme GPs (Continuous Star Formation)
Galaxy H H He i 3819
EWa Ageb EWa Ageb EWa Agec
(A) (Myr) (A) (Myr) (A) (Myr)
J0816+22 845  37.4 196  16.0 ... ...
J1219+15 1304  13.5 206  13.9 ... ...
J1012+13 1550  9.7 293  7.5 1.91 < 3
J1457+22 1008  25.5 199  15.3 1.99 < 3
J1009+29 889  33.4 151  31.9 ... ...
J0303-08 697  59.3 121  58.6 ... ...
aRedshift-corrected.
bAge assuming the continuous star formation Starburst99 model.
cAge from the Gonzalez Delgado et al. (1999) continuous star formation model.
Q(H) to an H luminosity using the Balmer line ratios, Case B emissivities, and
Case B recombination coecients at 15,000 K from Storey & Hummer (1995). We
calculate the starburst mass twice: once assuming an age of 3 Myr, as suggested
by the He i 3819 emission, and once with the instantaneous burst age from the
H EW. Since the H luminosity is roughly constant for the rst 3 Myr, the burst
mass corresponding to an age of 3 Myr should also be valid for younger ages. As
shown in Table 3.4, the derived burst masses range from 14-171 million M. Using
the GPs' total stellar masses from the optical spectral ts of Izotov et al. (2011) and
the 3 Myr ages, the bursts account for 2-26% of the total stellar mass of the GPs. If
the older ages of 4-5 Myr are adopted, the fraction of the total mass increases. While
the burst fractions for four of the extreme GPs remain in the 2-26% range, GPs
J1219+15 and J1009+29 have burst fractions of 76% and 87% if the older ages are
used. Such high fractions are unlikely, however, especially since the GPs' metallicities
of 0.2 Z imply enrichment from preceding stellar generations. Furthermore, given
the detection of He i 3819 emission in J1219+15, the younger age and lower burst
fraction are preferable.
We next compute the number of O stars in the GPs by comparing the observed
H luminosities to the ionizing photon rates in the Starburst99 models. We determine
how many 106 M bursts would generate the observed H luminosities and scale the
number of O stars in the Starburst99 models accordingly. We note that this approach
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accounts for the WR contribution to the H emission. As before, we use both the H
EW-derived ages and an age of 3 Myr and record the estimated O star population in
Table 3.4.
In either case, continuous or instantaneous star formation, the GPs are evidently
young and powerful starbursts. We now turn to the question of the dierent ionizing
sources that may be present in these objects and whether they can explain the ob-
served emission. The GPs themselves may span a range of ages, and dierent sources
may dominate the ionization in individual galaxies.
3.3 High Ionization Lines and Possible Origins
The GPs have [O iii] 5007,4959/[O ii] 3727 ratios ranging from 1.5 to as high
as 13.7 (Figure 3.1), which may indicate an extremely high ionization parameter
and/or a low optical depth. Several of the GPs show other high ionization lines in
their spectra, with strong [Ne iii] 3869 emission as well as detectable [Ar iv] 4712,
[Ar iv] 4740, and He ii 4686. In particular, we detect He ii emission in 5 of the 6
most extreme (i.e., highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratio) GPs. The presence of these weak, high
ionization lines suggests the existence of a hard ionizing radiation eld, such as that
produced by WR stars. Interestingly, while the high-ionization lines show up clearly
in the stacked spectra of the GPs (Figure 3.3), no stellar WR features are visible. In
particular, the blue bump at 4640-4650 A, red bump at 5808 A, and broad He ii 4686
component are absent. Instead, the He ii emission line appears narrow, suggesting a
nebular origin. In the GPs' individual spectra, the S/N is lower, but WR features are
tentatively present in three of the extreme GPs (Figure 3.4). Given the low S/N of
these features, they may be spurious detections or narrow, nebular lines, rather than
genuine WR features. Their absence from the stacked spectra suggests they may not
be real; however, if only a minority of objects have WR features, the features may
not appear in the stacked spectra.
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Figure 3.3: The upper panel shows the 4500-4800 A region of the stacked spectrum for
the 15 GPs with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios. The lower panel displays
the same region for a stacked spectrum of all 78 star-forming GPs. The
nebular [Fe iii] 4658, He ii 4686, [Ar iv]+He i 4713, and [Ar iv] 4740
lines are labelled. No broad WR features are visible.
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Figure 3.4: The WR blue bump and He ii emission for the three GPs which may have
WR features.
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Some or all of the GPs may therefore fall into a mysterious class of galaxies
with He ii emission but no WR features (Guseva et al., 2000; Thuan & Izotov, 2005;
Shirazi & Brinchmann, 2012). Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) have recently analyzed
2865 He ii-emitting galaxies in SDSS. They nd that the fraction of He ii-emitters
without WR features systematically increases with decreasing metallicity (Shirazi &
Brinchmann, 2012). Possible origins for the He ii emission include WR stars with
weak stellar lines, chemically homogeneous massive stars, AGN, high-mass X-ray
binaries (HMXBs), and fast, radiative shocks (Shirazi & Brinchmann, 2012). The
precise cause of the He ii emission may vary from galaxy to galaxy, however. Here,
we specically evaluate these proposed ionizing sources for the six extreme GPs. We
note that if the GPs are indeed optically thin, their low optical depths would further
enhance their He ii/H ratios by decreasing the observed H emission. We therefore
use both density-bounded and radiation-bounded models to evaluate the possible
explanations for the He ii emission and line ratios observed in the most extreme GPs.
In Table 3.6, we list the He ii luminosities and the WR blue bump luminosities or
1 limits for the 6 extreme GPs. We calculate the 1 blue bump and He ii detection
limits using Equation 3.2, correcting for reddening, and assuming rest-frame line
widths of 75 A and 7.07 A, respectively. The He ii width of 7.07 A is the average rest-
frame width of the detected 4686 lines. The adopted blue bump width corresponds
to the maximum extent of the blue bump seen in the composite WN spectra of
Crowther & Hadeld (2006). As the actual extent of the blue bump may be less than
this value (see e.g., Fernandes et al., 2004), these limits are likely overestimates. In
addition, we calculate the detection limits for the WR Si iii 4565 line by assuming it
has the same width as the He ii line. Any proposed explanation for the high ionization
emission must be consistent with the ages and starburst masses of the galaxies and
these constraints on the WR and He ii emission.
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Table 3.6: He ii and WR Emission in the Extreme GPs
Galaxy L(H)a L(He ii)a He ii 4686/H Blue Bump L(Si iii 4565)a;b L(C iv 4658)a;c
L(N iii 4640)
J0816+22 910 5.87 0.018  4:77a  1:45 ...
J1219+15 3910 28.7 0.020  11:2a  3:41 ...
J1012+13 1790 7.13 0.011 9.79  2.82  1:98 ...
J1457+22 2460 6.64 0.008  7:03a  2:14 9.32  2.37
J1009+29 1120  4:12a  0:010a  13:4a  4:08 ...
J0303-08 1870 8.24 0.012  5:79a  1:76 20.8  3.7
aIn 1039 ergs s 1 .
b1 limit.
cMay include nebular [Fe iii] emission.
3.3.1 Stellar WR Feature
Although the narrow width of the observed He ii 4686 line seems to indicate a
nebular origin, a narrow stellar line could contribute some portion of the emission. In
particular, while most WR stars have broad He ii emission lines, the WN9 subtype has
a He ii 4686 full width at half maximum (FWHM) of only 6 2A (Chandar et al.,
2003). Our observed He ii FWHMs range from  3   5 A, slightly lower than the
WN9 FWHMs. For comparison, the SDSS spectral resolution at these wavelengths is
 2  3 A, which suggests these lines are unresolved and not stellar in origin. Given
the low S/N of the He ii line and the uncertainty in the WN9 FWHM, however, we
cannot rule out the WN9 stellar line hypothesis. Furthermore, observations suggest
that late-type WR stars may have weaker or narrower lines at lower metallicities
(Conti et al., 1989; Crowther & Hadeld, 2006).
Assuming the He ii is purely stellar in origin, we derive the number of WN9 stars
necessary to produce the observed He ii line luminosities. We adopt the 4686 lumi-
nosities for late-type WN (WNL) stars given in Brinchmann et al. (2008): L(4686) =
4:3 1035 ergs s 1 for Z < 0:2Z and L(4686) = 2:47 1036 ergs s 1 for Z  0:2Z.
Since the GPs have average metallicities of  0:2Z, we calculate the number of WNL
stars using both luminosities and list the derived numbers in Table 3.7. Brinchmann
et al. derived the 4686 luminosities from WN5-WN6 stars, which are more well stud-
ied than WN9 stars. However, WN5-6 stars generally have stronger He ii emission
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Table 3.7: Constraints on WN9 Stars in the GPs
Galaxy N(WN9 stars)a N(WN9 stars)b N(WN9 stars)c WN9/O
from He ii 4686 from N iii 4640 from Si iii 4565 from He ii 4686
Z < 0:2Z Z  0:2Z Z < 0:2Z Z  0:2Z Z < 0:2Z Z  0:2Z
J0816+22 13600 2380  11900d  7570d  2200 0.12-0.30 0.02-0.05
J1219+15 66700 11600  28000d  17800d  5170 0.14-0.34 0.02-0.06
J1012+13 16600 2890 24500 15500  3000 0.13-0.19 0.02-0.03
J1457+22 15400 2690  17600d  11200d  3240 0.05-0.13 0.009-0.02
J0303-08 19200 3340  14500d  9190d  2670 0.06-0.21 0.01-0.04
aNumber of stars needed to produce the observed He ii luminosity.
bLimit on the WN9 population from N iii 4640.
c1 limits on the WN9 population from Si iii 4565.
dFrom the 1 limit.
than WN9 stars (e.g., Crowther & Hadeld, 2006). The mean He ii 4686 luminosity
of WN5-WN6 stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is a factor of 2.4 greater
than that of WN7-WN9 stars (Crowther & Hadeld, 2006). We therefore note that
the required number of WN9 stars may be underestimated.
In addition to the blue bump emission at 4640 from N iii, WN9 stars show
Si iii 4565 emission (Guseva et al., 2000). Based on the blue bump and Si iii lu-
minosities or 1 detection limits (Table 3.6), we calculate the number of WN9 stars
that could be present and list these values in Table 3.7. We adopt the WNL blue
bump luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008), which are 4:0  1035 ergs s 1 for
Z < 0:2Z and 6:31035 ergs s 1 for Z  0:2Z. Schaerer & Vacca (1998) list WNL
star blue bump luminosities of  2  1036 ergs s 1 . Adopting these higher values
would result in signicantly lower estimates of the number of WNL stars present.
For the Si iii 4565 luminosity, we adopt L(4565) = 6:6 1035 ergs s 1 from Guseva
et al. (2000). We note that each of these line luminosities may be uncertain by a fac-
tor of two (Crowther & Hadeld, 2006). Even within a given WN subtype, He ii and
blue bump luminosities span a wide range of values (Crowther & Hadeld, 2006), and
Guseva et al. (2000) admit that the Si iii 4565 luminosities are poorly known.
Assuming the Z < 0:2Z values, the extreme GPs would need to contain 13,000-
68,000 WN9 stars to account for the observed 4686 luminosities (Table 3.7). From
the estimated numbers of O stars in Table 3.4, the required low-metallicity WN9
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population indicates WR/O ratios of 0.05-0.34 (Table 3.7). In all but one case, these
high WR/O ratios are impossible to match with either the instantaneous burst or
continuous star formation Starburst99 models. Furthermore, while the blue bump
limits are consistent with this number of WN9 stars at the 3 level, the Si iii limits
do not allow such a large population of WN9 stars.
A population of WN9 stars with the Z  0:2Z luminosities is also unlikely. The
GPs would need 2,000-12,000 WN9 stars, resulting in WR/O ratios of 0.01-0.06. The
Starburst99 models show that these WR/O ratios occur in an instantaneous burst
between 3 and 5 Myr in age, and the 1 blue bump and Si iii 4565 detection limits
are compatible with this number of WN9 stars. Nevertheless, these WR/O ratios
assume that all WR stars in the GPs are in the WN9 phase, which is implausible.
The feasibility of the WN9 scenario depends strongly on the assumed emission line
luminosities. To account for the observed He ii emission, the WN9 stars in the GPs
must have the high He ii luminosities characteristic of stars with Z  0:2Z. While
the exact metallicity dependence of WNL line luminosities is not yet understood, the
lower line luminosities associated with metal-poor stars are probably more appropriate
for the GPs. Even these latter luminosities may be higher than is realistic, however.
As discussed above, the adopted WN9 He ii line luminosities may be overestimated
by a factor of 2-3. Finally, none of the higher S/N stacked spectra show any evidence
of WR features (Figure 3.3), although the blue bump emission in the low-metallicity
case should be almost as strong as He ii 4686. Given the signicant uncertainties in
the WN9 luminosities and line widths (e.g., Crowther & Hadeld, 2006), we cannot
denitively rule out the WN9 scenario. However, we conclude that stellar emission
from WN9 stars is unlikely to be the dominant source of the observed He ii emission.
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3.3.2 Ionization by Hot Stars
3.3.2.1 WR Stars
The other possibility is that the He ii is nebular in origin rather than stellar.
The clear presence of other high-ionization nebular lines, such as [Ar iv] 4712,4740
and strong [Ne iii] 3869, supports this scenario. If the nebular He ii emission is
due to photoionization from stars, the stars responsible must have sucient emission
shortward of 228 A. Extremely hot WR stars (e.g., Smith et al., 2002) or metal-poor O
stars (Kudritzki, 2002) may have spectral energy distributions hard enough to doubly
ionize He.
To test this hypothesis, we create a grid of photoionization models with CLOUDY
version 10.00 (Ferland et al., 1998) for nebulae around stars of dierent spectral types.
We use the Smith et al. (2002) model grids at Z = 0:2Z for main sequence O stars
of spectral types O3-O6 and for WN and WC stars with core temperatures of 45,000
K-120,000 K; the WR core temperatures correspond to a stellar optical depth of 10.
The grids use WM-Basic stellar atmosphere models (Pauldrach et al., 2001) for the
O stars and CMFGEN models (Hillier & Miller, 1998) for the WR stars.
Since the ionization parameter is set by a combination of nebular geometry, den-
sity, and input radiation eld (Equation 3.1), we vary these parameters in our models.
Our input stellar spectral energy distributions are scaled to a constant hydrogen-
ionizing photon rate of Q(H) = 1049:5 photons s 1, which is the Q(H) value of an O3
V star at 0.2 Z (Smith et al., 2002). We have run additional models withQ(H) = 1050
photons s 1; this change does not aect our results. For each spectral type, we vary
the inner radius (rin) of the nebula from 0.5 pc to 8 pc and the hydrogen density from
0.01 to 1000 cm 3. These inner radii correspond to a wide range of morphologies; rin
ranges from 0.2% to 99.9% of the outer radius of the ionized gas (rout). Morphologies
with rin/rout < 5% only appear in models with nH  10 cm 3. Extremely thin shell
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morphologies, with rin/rout > 95%, appear in some of the high density models and
are marked with open circles in the gures.
The gas phase metallicities match the stellar metallicities in each model run. We
use element abundances fromMcGaugh (1991), interpolating between Z = 0:15Z and
Z = 0:30Z to the GPs' metallicities of 0.2 Z. For the abundances of all other el-
ements, we use the CLOUDY gas-phase ISM abundances (Cowie & Songaila, 1986;
Savage & Sembach, 1996) and scale the abundances of the -elements to the O abun-
dance from McGaugh (1991). We set the turbulence to 4 km s 1 and the grain
abundances to 20% of the CLOUDY ISM value (Mathis et al., 1977). Changing the
turbulence to 40 km s 1 does not aect our results.
We analyze the resulting line emission from both radiation-bounded and density-
bounded scenarios by examining the cumulative line uxes at dierent radii within
the nebulae. The uxes at low radii correspond to optically thin scenarios, since the
gas has not fully absorbed all the ionizing photons at that radius. To evaluate the
models, we compare the predicted and observed line ratios for [O ii] 3727/H, [Ne iii]
3869/H, He ii 4686/H, [Ar iv] 4740/[Ar iii] 7135, [O iii] 5007,4959/[O ii]
3727, and He i 5876/H. We focus on [Ar iv] 4740 rather than the stronger
[Ar iv] 4711 line due to contamination from He i 4713. While [O iii]/[O ii] and
[Ar iv]/[Ar iii] are particularly sensitive to the ionization parameter or optical depth,
He ii/H sets strong constraints on the temperature of the ionizing source. As shown
in Figure 3.5, even though both WR and O star models can match the other line
ratios, only the hottest, early-type WR stars, with core temperatures greater than
70,000 K, can produce the observed He ii/H ratios. Higher density models are also
more successful at reproducing the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios.
Using the He+-ionizing photon rates from Smith et al. (2002) for the hottest WN
and WC stars, we calculate the number of extreme early-type WR stars necessary
to account for the observed He ii luminosities. We use the helium emissivities and
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Figure 3.5: Radiation-bounded (optically thick) CLOUDY photoionization model
grids for single-star H ii regions at densities of nH = 100 cm
 3 (top)
and nH = 1000 cm
 3 (bottom). The black crosses show the positions
of the ve high-ionization GPs with He ii detections and the 1 errors.
The red grid corresponds to the WN star photoionization models, green
corresponds to WC stars, and purple corresponds to main sequence O
stars. Solid lines indicate constant stellar temperature; the O star eec-
tive temperatures and WR star core temperatures are labelled. Dotted
lines indicate constant values of the inner nebular radius, from 0.5 pc to
8 pc. Thin shell models, where rin/rout > 95%, are marked with open
circles. Only the hottest WR stars match the observed line ratios.
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Table 3.8: Constraints on WNE Stars in the Green Peas
Galaxy N(WNE stars)a N(WNE stars)b WNE/O
from He ii 4686 from Nv 4603-20 from He ii 4686
Z < 0:2Z Z  0:2Z
J0816+22 2100  200000  30000 0.02-0.05
J1219+15 10000  470000  70000 0.02-0.05
J1012+13 2600  270000  41000 0.02-0.03
J1457+22 2400  290000  44000 0.008-0.02
J0303-08 3000  240000  36000 0.009-0.03
aNumber of stars needed to produce the observed He ii luminosity.
b1 limit on the WNE population from Nv 4603-4620, using the WNE star Nv luminosities of Brinchmann et al.
(2008).
Table 3.9: Constraints on WCE Stars in the Green Peas
Galaxy N(WCE stars)a N(WCE stars)b WCE/O
from He ii 4686 from C iii+C iv 4650-4658 from He ii 4686
J0816+22 1100 ... 0.009-0.02
J1219+15 5200 ... 0.01-0.03
J1012+13 1300 1200 0.01
J1457+22 1200 1900 0.004-0.01
J0303-08 1500 1400 0.004-0.02
aNumber of stars needed to produce the observed He ii luminosity.
bInferred WCE population from C iii+C iv 4650-4658, using the WCE star C iii and C iv luminosities of Crowther
& Hadeld (2006). The C iii+C iv emission may be contaminated by nebular [Fe iii].
recombination coecients from Storey & Hummer (1995) for ne = 100 cm
 3 and
Te = 15; 000 K. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 list the numbers of early-type WN (WNE) and
WC (WCE) stars. The resulting WR/O ratios, calculated as in x3.3.1, are a few
percent, which matches the expected value for a 3-4 Myr old instantaneous burst.
However, if the star formation is continuous, the Starburst99 models show that the
WR/O ratios should never increase above 0.016 due to the continued production of
new O stars.
While the WR/O ratios are reasonable, at least for an instantaneous burst, we
also consider whether the constraints on WR stellar features are consistent with this
number of WR stars. The blue bump emission of WNE stars comes from Nv 4603-
4620, and the WNE stars have weaker blue bump luminosities than the WNL stars
(Brinchmann et al., 2008). Thus, the required population of 2000-9000 WNE stars
could easily go unnoticed in the GPs' spectra (see Table 3.8). WNE stars do have
strong and broad He ii 4686 emission, however. Adopting the Z < 0:2Zand Z 
0:2Z WNE 4686 luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008), we nd that the broad
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component should be 6%-30% the strength of the nebular component, respectively.
Although we do not see any broad He ii component in the stacked spectra, we cannot
rule out the presence of WNE stars, particularly if the lower metallicity luminosities
are valid.
The WCE stars should also have broad He ii emission, blended with C iii 4650
and C iv 4658 (e.g., Crowther & Hadeld, 2006). From the WCE 4686 and 4650
luminosities of Crowther & Hadeld (2006), the broad He ii component should be
89% as strong as the nebular emission. The lack of this broad emission in the stacked
spectra (Figure 3.3) indicates that thousands of WCE stars are unlikely to be present
in most GPs. One GP that might plausibly have WCE stars is J0303-08, which ap-
pears to have broad 4650-4670 emission (Figure 3.4). The strength of this emission
is consistent with the number of WCE stars required to produce the observed He ii.
As with the WNE stars, Starburst99 models can match the inferred WC/O ratios
with an instantaneous burst but not with continuous star formation.
The above calculations show that photoionization by early-type WR stars is pos-
sible. In reality, the nebular gas in the GPs is likely photoionized by stars of many
dierent spectral types. Consequently, we ran CLOUDY photoionization models with
the 106M Starburst99 instantaneous burst model (x3.2.1) as the input ionizing spec-
trum. The nebular model parameters are the same as described for the single-star
models, except for the inner radius, which we varied from 20-81 pc, and the hydrogen-
ionizing photon rate, Q(H), which varies as a function of the age of the starburst. As
before, these models occasionally produce thin shell nebulae, where rin/rout > 95%.
We denote radiation-bounded, thin shell models by open circles in the gures. The
other optically thick models have rin/rout between 8.6% and 95%. The thin shell
models may be valid if dense laments dominate the GPs' nebular emission.
We plot the CLOUDY and Starburst99 results for several emission line ratios
in Figures 3.6-3.9. Ages of  4-5 Myr, when the burst contains a high fraction of
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WR stars, do the best job of tting the observed He ii/H ratios. At all ages, the
models have diculty matching the observed [O ii]/H ratios. Part of this discrepancy
arises from the modeled nebular morphology. The models treat the ionized gas as
a shell surrounding an inner cavity. While this is an appropriate model for a single
superbubble, the ionized gas in the GPs is likely much less homogeneous. By adding a
lling factor and treating the ionized gas as dense clumps in a lower density medium,
we obtain an improved t to the [O ii]/H emission (Figures 3.8 and 3.9; see also
Zastrow et al. 2013). We adopt lling factors of 1, 0.1, and 0.01, where the lling
factor indicates the volume of the gas occupied by clumps of a given density. The
remaining volume is treated as a vacuum. The lling factor models are still oset
to lower [O iii]/[O ii] ratios than we observe, which may indicate a need for higher
temperature sources. As we discuss in the next section, unusually hot massive stars
could explain this discrepancy.
The CLOUDY models support both optically thick and optically thin scenarios,
depending on the nebular parameters. In general, the models with higher densities
and larger inner radii imply lower optical depths. For densities n < 1000 cm 3, the
strength of the [O ii]/H ratio implies a high optical depth, while the combination of
[Ne iii]/H and [Ar iv]/[Ar iii] ratios suggests a low optical depth. For the n = 1000
cm 3 models, applicable to J1219+15, the [O ii]/H ratio supports a low optical
depth if the inner radius is larger than 50 pc or if the lling factor is 0.01. The other
line ratios generally favor low optical depths for n = 1000 cm 3 and an inner radius
larger than 30 pc and high optical depths in the other models. We discuss the optical
depth further in x4.3.
Photoionization by WR stars is a viable explanation for the GPs' line ratios, as
long as the starbursts are old enough to have a sizeable WR population. The clear
detection of the He i 3819 line in GPs J1219+15, J1012+13, and J1457+22 (see
x3.2.1) calls this interpretation into question. In addition, the WR hypothesis depends
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Figure 3.6: CLOUDY grids with a 106M ionizing cluster and a nebular density of
nH = 100 cm
 3. The high-ionization GPs are marked with black crosses
indicating the 1 errors for the line ratios. The black grids have an inner
radius of 20 pc, while the red grids have an inner radius of 81 pc. Solid
lines indicate the age of the cluster and correspond to ages of 0, 3, 4, and 5
Myr. The arrow labeled `DB' indicates the direction of decreasing optical
depth (increasing density-bounding). Constant values of the optical depth
are indicated by the dashed lines in each grid. The dashed lines show the
emission as the nebular size is decreased from its full ionized extent to 20%
of its original thickness, corresponding to a decrease in the optical depth.
The arrow labeled `Red' indicates the reddening vector; the plotted points
would move parallel to this vector as the reddening correction is increased.
Open circles mark thin shell models with rin/rout > 95%, where rout is
the outer radius of nebula for the radiation-bounded case.
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Figure 3.7: CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids for nH = 1000 cm
 3. Colors and symbols
are described in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.8: CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids for nH = 100 cm
 3 and a lling factor
of 0.1. Colors and symbols are described in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.9: CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids for nH = 1000 cm
 3 and a lling factor
of 0.1. Colors and symbols are described in Figure 3.6.
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strongly on our choice of WR line luminosities. While hot WR stars may account for
part of the He ii emission in the high-ionization GPs, additional causes of the emission
may be required for the youngest GPs.
3.3.2.2 Homogeneously-Evolved O Stars
If WR stars are not present, hot, low-metallicity O stars could perhaps be the
source of the hard ionizing photons. In the past few decades, studies have increas-
ingly recognized that massive, rotating stars at low metallicity can achieve much
higher eective temperatures than ordinary O stars. At low metallicity, weaker stel-
lar winds make it dicult for stars to lose angular momentum (Langer, 1998), and
as a result, stars can maintain high rotational velocities. The associated rotational
mixing may then result in chemically homogeneous or quasi-homogeneous evolution
(e.g., Maeder, 1987; Yoon et al., 2006). Chemically homogeneous O stars may have
eective temperatures much higher than expected for their mass. Brott et al. (2011a)
show that, at the metallicity of the LMC, stars more massive than 20M may reach
temperatures as high as 60,000-70,000 K. The highest mass stars are the most likely
to evolve homogeneously and reach such high temperatures (e.g., Brott et al., 2011a).
These stars also evolve more quickly than lower mass O stars and could be present
in young starbursts. For instance, the models of Brott et al. (2011a) show that 60
M stars at Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) metallicity can reach 60,000 K within
3.4 Myr. As discussed in x3.3.2.1, high temperature stars are necessary to reproduce
the observed He ii/H ratios. These high temperature O stars may be plentiful in
low-metallicity starbursts and could provide the necessary high-energy photons for
the GPs' He ii emission.
As a test, we consider the 60,000 K O star models of Kudritzki (2002). We ran a
single-star H ii region CLOUDY model as described in x3.3.2.1 for the Te = 60; 000
K, log(L=L) = 7:03 luminosity O star model. Figure 3.10 shows that a 60,000 K
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Table 3.10: Hot O Stars in the Green Peas
Galaxy N(60,000 K O stars) 60,000 K O Stars / Total O Stars






O star continues the trend of increasing He ii/H with eective temperature. The
60,000 K O star model still under-predicts the observed He ii/H ratio. However, O
stars with temperatures above 60,000 K could result in higher He ii/H ratios.
To determine the number of hot O stars needed to generate the observed He ii lumi-
nosities, we use the ionizing photon rates from Kudritzki (2002) for the log(L=L) =
7:03, 60,000 K star (see Figure 11 of Kudritzki, 2002) and emissivities and recom-
bination rates for Te = 15; 000 K and nH = 100 cm
 3 (Storey & Hummer, 1995).
Table 3.10 lists the calculated numbers of hot O stars. The number of 60,000 K O
stars required to explain the GPs' emission represent 0.4-3% of their total O star popu-
lations. For comparison, at ages less than 3 Myr, the instantaneous burst Starburst99
model shows that 8-18% of O stars have spectral types earlier than O4. Therefore,
if the earliest spectral types evolve homogeneously, this population could account for
the high ionization lines observed in the GPs. Nevertheless, we caution that the ex-
istence of chemically homogeneous massive stars has not yet been conrmed, even in
local, low-metallicity galaxies (e.g., Brott et al., 2011b). More research is necessary
to establish whether homogeneous stars are present in the GPs.
3.3.3 Active Galactic Nuclei
Although the BPT diagram indicates the GPs are star-forming, many of the galax-
ies lie close to the maximum starburst line of Kewley et al. (2001), which marks a
theoretical separation between starbursts and AGN. Given their proximity to this line,
the GPs could have some AGN contribution to their emission (Figure 3.11). Shirazi &
Brinchmann (2012) show that a plot of He ii 4686/H versus [N ii] 6584/H results
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Figure 3.10: As in Figure 3.5, with the inclusion of the 60,000 K O star model of
Kudritzki (2002).
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in a much cleaner separation between AGN and star-forming galaxies. Figure 3.11
shows the Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) diagnostic for the GPs with He ii 4686 de-
tections. The line indicates the region where AGN contribute 10% of the observed
He ii ux. All the observed He ii uxes lie below this line, solidly in the star-forming
regime, conrming that AGN activity contributes negligibly to the high ionization
emission in the GPs.
3.3.4 High-Mass X-ray Binaries
Following a starburst event, HMXBs could be a signicant source of hard photons.
In addition, HMXB luminosities may be higher at the low metallicities characteristic
of the GPs. Given the increase of X-ray heating with metallicity, black holes may
be able to accrete more gas at low metallicity (Thuan et al., 2004). Alternatively,
the weaker winds and lower mass loss rates of low metallicity stars may lead to the
formation of higher mass black holes (Thuan & Izotov, 2005; Fragos et al., 2013). In
three low-metallicity blue compact dwarf (BCD) galaxies, Kaaret et al. (2011) nd
X-ray luminosities an order of magnitude higher than expected from the SFR. The
metallicities of these sources are lower than the GPs, however, with Z < 0:07Z;
HMXB luminosities at 0.2 Z might not show such a dramatic increase.
While an HMXB scenario is appealing, it faces a number of problems when applied
to the GPs. The GPs' young ages may be at odds with the HMXB interpretation,
as the formation of HMXBs requires both the formation of a compact object and
additional time for the evolution of the companion star (Ghosh & White, 2001). The
rst HMXBs appear 4 Myr after a burst of star formation (Linden et al., 2010), which
is inconsistent with the upper age limits for at least one of the GPs. In addition, the
simulations of Linden et al. (2010) show that HMXB numbers and luminosities have
a complex dependence on metallicity. In fact, at 5 Myr after a burst, high-metallicity
galaxies have a greater number of luminous HMXBs than low-metallicity galaxies.
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Figure 3.11: The top panel shows the GPs' positions on the BPT diagram (Baldwin
et al., 1981). The solid line indicates the Kewley et al. (2001) extreme
starburst line. The GPs lie close to the dividing line between starbursts
and AGN. Representative 1 errors for the extreme GPs are shown by
the black cross in the lower left. The bottom panel shows the AGN
diagnostic of Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012) for the GPs with He ii 4686
detections; the line indicates the point at which an AGN contributes
10% of the He ii emission. In this diagram, the GPs are clearly separate
from the AGN regime.
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At a burst age of 4-5 Myr and Z = 0:2Z, Linden et al. (2010) predict the forma-
tion of 5 HMXBs with X-ray luminosities greater than 1036 ergs s 1 per 106M burst.
Four of these HMXBs would qualify as ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs) with X-
ray luminosities above 1039 ergs s 1 . The ULX population peaks at this age, while the
HMXB population reaches its peak a few Myr later (Linden et al., 2010). Scaling these
numbers to the calculated burst masses of the GPs, we would expect 68-854 luminous
HMXBs and 54-683 ULXs at an age of 4-5 Myr. Kaaret et al. (2004) report the de-
tection of strong He ii 4686 emission, with a luminosity of 2:71036 ergs s 1 , around
a ULX nebula in Holmberg II; the galaxy has a metallicity near 0.2 Z(Moustakas
et al., 2010). Adopting this luminosity for the He ii emission produced by a ULX, the
extreme GPs would need 2100-11,000 ULXs to account for their He ii luminosities.
Even if the GPs are old enough to have an HMXB population, this number of ULXs
is more than an order of magnitude larger than expected. The Grimm et al. (2003)
relation between the SFR and the number of luminous HMXBs results in an even
worse discrepancy, with only 20-89 HMXBs expected in the GPs. We conclude that
HMXBs are an unlikely source of the observed He ii emission.
3.3.5 Shocks
Guseva et al. (2000) and Thuan & Izotov (2005) propose fast, radiative shocks as a
means of generating He ii emission in galaxies without WR stars. In a study of BCDs,
Thuan & Izotov (2005) observe emission from Ne4+ and Fe4+, which have ionization
potentials even higher than He+. Radiative shocks can naturally account for the
existence of these highly ionized emission lines. In addition, the [O iii] 4959,5007
and H lines in the BCDs exhibit broad wings indicative of high velocity gas (Thuan
& Izotov, 2005). Observations of the BCD SBS 0335-052E show that the He ii and
[Nev] emission originate in a separate region from the [Ar iv] and [O iii] emission
(Izotov et al., 2006). The latter emission lines are likely photoionized by the youngest
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clusters in the galaxy. The He ii emission, on the other hand, is associated with
older clusters, which supports an interpretation of supernova remnant (SNR) shock
ionization (Izotov et al., 2006), as in the aged starburst hypothesis of Overzier et al.
(2009). Thuan & Izotov (2005) argue that fast, radiative shocks are most eective
in dense, low-metallicity, super star clusters, conditions which likely characterize the
star-forming environments of the GPs.
Supernovae, galactic outows, or mergers could lead to fast shocks (Shirazi &
Brinchmann, 2012), and the GPs show evidence for these processes. Broad emission-
line wings and multiple velocity components indicate high-velocity inows and out-
ows in the GPs (Amorn et al., 2012b). The GPs' oset in the mass-metallicity
relation likewise suggests the presence of low-metallicity gas inows or metallicity-
dependent, supernova-driven outows (Amorn et al., 2010). Merger-induced shocks
may also be present, as shown by the disturbed morphologies and presence of com-
panion galaxies in HST images of the GPs (Overzier et al., 2008; Cardamone et al.,
2009).
We detect emission from [O i] 6300 and [N i] 5200, which are characteristic
of shocks. Weak [N i] emission is visible in J1012+13's spectrum as well as in the
stacked spectra. We do not detect the [Nev] or [Fev] lines discussed by Thuan &
Izotov (2005), but their data show that these lines are substantially weaker than
He ii. Another non-detected shock line is [Mg i] 4571. The Mappings III shock
models of Allen et al. (2008) show that low ratios of [Mg i]/He ii can only be obtained
for high magnetic eld strengths, &10G. Magnetic eld strengths of 20-50G have
been observed in starburst galaxies (e.g., Klein et al., 1988; Chy_zy & Beck, 2004),
and radio observations indicate that the GPs have similar magnetic eld strengths
of > 30G (Chakraborti et al., 2012), consistent with the non-detection of [Mg i].
Figure 3.12 shows the detected and non-detected shock lines in the stacked spectrum
of the high ionization GPs.
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Figure 3.12: The panels show the stacked spectrum of the high [O iii]/[O ii] ratio GPs
for the spectral regions near shock lines. [Nev] 3346, [Nev] 3426,
[Fev] 4227, and [Mg i] 4571 are not detected. The positions of these
wavelengths are indicated. [O i] 6300 is shown in the bottom panel.
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From the Mappings III shock model grids (Allen et al., 2008), the observed
He ii/[O i] ratios in the extreme GPs support shock velocities between  200 and
 700 km s 1 . The observed H full-width-at-zero-intensity values show that the
GPs do have gas moving at these velocities. In the extreme GPs, these broad wings
range from  400-800 km s 1 , similar to the velocities observed by Thuan & Izotov
(2005). We do not detect any signicant velocity shift in the centers of the He ii or
[O i] lines, and their FWHM values are similar to the H FWHM. Higher resolution
observations are necessary to determine whether the He ii emission has any unusual
velocity components.
Both shocks and photoionization may contribute to the observed nebular emission.
To analyze the ionizing spectrum and the optical depth, therefore, we need to subtract
the shock contribution. We use the Allen et al. (2008) Mappings III models at SMC
and LMC metallicity and assume that all the observed He ii 4686 emission comes
from shocks. We include emission from the shock's precursor, pre-shock gas that is
photoionized by UV and X-ray emission produced in the shock (Allen et al., 2008).
























HeII4686o = HeII4686s: (3.6)
In the above equations, A is the emission line ux of interest, H is the H line
ux, the subscript o indicates observed values, and the subscript s indicates the
modeled shock values. In addition to the two metallicities, we use the modeled shock
values for magnetic eld strengths of 0.5-10 G and velocities from 300-1000 km s 1 .
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Figures 3.13 and 3.14 compare the corrected photoionized line ratios for the two
youngest GPs with the Starburst99 and CLOUDY models described in x3.3.2.1. We
have omitted the other GPs from these gures for clarity; the other extreme GPs
exhibit similar trends.
The models show that when the additional ux contribution of shocks is taken
into account, the optical depth implied by the nebular line ratios decreases. As
the shock contribution to lower ionization lines, such as [O ii], increases, the intrinsic
photoionized [O iii]/[O ii] ratio increases, and the GPs move into the density-bounded,
optically thin regime. Furthermore, the presence of shocks can raise the H/H ratio,
leading to an overestimate of the dust extinction (Nakajima et al., 2013). If the
dust abundance is overestimated, the GPs' [O ii]/H ratios should be lower, and
their [O iii]/[O ii] ratios should be higher. This change would also move the GPs
farther into the optically thin regime, in a direction opposite to the reddening arrow
in Figures 3.6-3.9 and 3.13-3.14. The inferred optical depth of the GPs depends
strongly on the inner nebular radius and shock properties assumed, however. In
particular, lower velocity shocks have a larger eect on the inferred optical depth.
The shock emission also depends on the density, which may dier from the density of
the photoionized gas. The SMC and LMC shock models of Allen et al. (2008) have
a xed density of 1 cm 3. The Mappings III solar metallicity models indicate that
higher density shocks may have less eect on the GPs' observed line ratios. If the
density of the shock-heated gas is greater than 1 cm 3, the inferred optical depth
would be greater than that implied by Figures 3.13-3.14. An additional uncertainty
comes from the modeled magnetic eld strength, which is somewhat weaker than the
GPs' magnetic elds.
Although the presence of shocks shifts the GPs toward lower optical depths,
the galaxies' line ratios still appear oset to higher [O ii]/H ratios and/or lower
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios by factors of 1.5-2 relative to the n < 1000 cm 3 model grids
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Figure 3.13: The grid is described in Figure 3.6. The gure shows the CLOUDY and
Starburst99 grids for nH = 300 cm
 3 and a lling factor of 0.1. The
black cross indicates the observed ratios of J1012+13 and the associated
1 errors. The squares and X's indicate the line ratios with the shock
contribution subtracted. The squares correspond to shock models at
LMC metallicity, and the X's indicate SMC metallicity. The symbol size
indicates the magnetic eld strength; large symbols correspond to 10
G models, intermediate-size symbols correspond to 3.23 G, and small
symbols correspond to 0.5 G. Symbol colors denote shock velocity:
blue for 300 km s 1 models, green for 500 km s 1 models, and orange
for 1000 km s 1 models. Accounting for a shock contribution to the
GPs' emission decreases their inferred optical depth.
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Figure 3.14: The grid is described in Figure 3.6, and the symbols are described in
Figure 3.13. Both panels show the CLOUDY and Starburst99 grids
for nH=1000 cm
 3. The model in the top panel uses a lling factor of
0.1, and the bottom panel uses a lling factor of 0.01. The black cross
indicates the observed ratios of J1219+15.
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(see e.g., Figure 3.13). One possible explanation for this oset is that higher density
models are more appropriate for the extreme GPs. If shocks are indeed present, they
may contribute a substantial fraction of the observed [S ii] emission, which may lead
to incorrect density estimates (x3.2). The existence of lower ionization nebulae within
the GPs may also resolve the discrepancy. If low ionization nebulae contribute a frac-
tion of the observed [O ii] emission, they could account for the higher [O ii]/H and
lower [O iii]/[O ii] ratios relative to the grids. Adopting lower reddening corrections or
higher metallicities for the GPs could also lessen the oset; however, the uncertainties
in these quantities are too low to completely explain the disagreement. Finally, as
mentioned in x3.3.2, a population of hot, low-metallicity stars could provide an addi-
tional means of increasing the [O iii]/[O ii] ratio. Given the current lack of evidence
for such stars, however, we conclude that the presence of multiple nebulae and higher
densities in the star-forming regions are the more likely explanations.
Despite these uncertainties, the CLOUDY models show that including shock emis-
sion lowers the inferred optical depths of the GPs. If the shocks are due to SN activity,
the GPs must be old enough for such events to take place. As a test, we consider
Pea J1012+13, the highest EW Pea and potentially the youngest. Our results for
the other extreme GPs are comparable. From the observed He ii luminosity and the
modeled He ii/H ratios, we estimate how many SNe are necessary to account for
the He ii emission. Assuming all the He ii is due to shocks, the modeled He ii/H ra-
tios imply that shocks provide 5:6  1040-4:5  1041 ergs s 1 of Pea J1012+13's H
luminosity. The H luminosities of SNRs range from  1036 to  1038 ergs s 1 (de
Grijs et al., 2000). If we assume an intermediate SNR luminosity of 1037 ergs s 1 ,
then Pea J1012+13 would need 5600-45,000 SNe (4-50% of its O stars) to reach
the necessary He ii and H luminosities. While the former value could be reached
in less than 4 Myr following an instantaneous burst, the latter value requires more
than 6 Myr. However, if the SNRs are extremely bright (1038 ergs s 1 ), as might be
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expected for a young burst, than the required number of SNe drops to only 560-4500,
0.4-5% of Pea J1012+13's O stars. The rst SNe at 3.5-4 Myr could provide the
necessary H and He ii luminosities. The ages for the continuous star formation case
are similar; 5000 SNe would go o within the rst 5 Myr.
One example of a Pea-like galaxy that may have shock-induced He ii emission is II
Zw 40, a nearby BCD that shares many properties with the GPs. It has a metallicity
of 0.2 Zand an H EW of 272A (Guseva et al., 2000), suggesting a similar age to the
GPs. In addition, II Zw 40 has detectable WR features, including the blue bump and
Si iii 4565, but the blue bump is dominated by the much stronger nebular emission
of He ii, [Fe iii], and [Ar iv] (Guseva et al., 2000). The much weaker strength of
the WR features compared to the nebular emission shows that these features could
easily be below our detection limits. Based on the similarities between He ii-emitting
galaxies with and without WR features, Guseva et al. (2000) suggest that shocks
generate some of the nebular He ii emission, even in WR galaxies. The presence of
weak [Fev] 4227 emission and high-velocity emission-line wings in II Zw 40 supports
the shock hypothesis (Thuan & Izotov, 2005). Although II Zw 40 is unlikely to
be optically thin (e.g., Joy & Lester, 1988; Beck et al., 2002), it shows that shock
ionization of He ii is feasible at the GPs' metallicities and ages. Thus, even if WR
stars are present in the GPs, shock heating may still be the primary origin of the high
ionization nebular lines.
The above analysis demonstrates that shock-heating from the earliest SNe could
account for the observed He ii emission. In addition, shocks due to a galaxy merger
or gas infall could occur even earlier, and younger ages for the GPs could be possible.
If shocks are present, the GPs' high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios may indicate a low optical
depth.
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3.4 Consequences for the Optical Depth
The source of the high ionization emission in the extreme GPs could be WN9
stars, photoionization from early-type WR stars or chemically homogeneous O stars,
shocks, or some combination of these sources. Each of these sources has dierent
implications for the escape of ionizing radiation, which we now discuss.
If the He ii emission is a stellar feature or due to stellar photoionization, the GPs'
optical depth is ambiguous. Low density models, with n < 100 cm 3 indicate a high
optical depth. At higher densities, consistent with the GPs' [S ii] ratios, whether or
not the GPs are optically thin depends on the inner nebular radius and the lling
factor. For instance, decreasing the lling factor of the dense gas decreases the inferred
optical depth (see Figures 3.6 and 3.8).
Increasing the inner radius lowers the ionization parameter; the high [O iii]/[O ii] ra-
tios we observe would then have to be due to a low optical depth. Unlike the CLOUDY
models, the emission from the GPs is not likely to originate from a single H ii region.
However, if the emission is dominated by one cluster or several similar clusters, we
can estimate which CLOUDY model geometries may be most reasonable.
The stellar winds of WR stars may blow cavities of 50 pc or more in the ISM
(e.g., Oey, 1996), and SN explosions will expand the superbubble cavity further. The
broad wings in the GPs' H emission may already indicate that stellar feedback is
evacuating gas around the star clusters and driving galactic winds (Amorn et al.,
2012b). Strickland & Stevens (1999) simulate a superbubble around a 105M cluster
at 0.25 Z, expanding into an ambient medium with density n = 100 cm 3. The
superbubble cavity reaches a radius of 50 pc within 3.5 Myr and expands to 70
pc within 4.5 Myr. The radius scales with cluster mass as R / (M=n)1=5 (Castor
et al., 1975; Strickland & Stevens, 1999), so for our 106M Starburst99 simulation,
the cavity radii should be 79 and 111 pc, respectively. If we increase the density by a
factor of 10, as appropriate for Pea J1219+15, the radii remain 50-70 pc. Therefore,
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for our 106M starburst CLOUDY models, the models with inner radii greater than
50 pc may have the most realistic geometries. Models with these inner radii and
n > 100 cm 3 generally indicate a low optical depth (see Figure 3.9).
The exact optical depth of the GPs also depends on their age and the resulting
ionizing spectrum. For instance, Figure 3.6 shows that for a given inner radius, a
5 Myr-old model gives a slightly lower optical depth than a 4 Myr-old model. The
ionizing spectrum of chemically homogeneous O stars is highly uncertain, and the
existence of 60,000 K homogeneous stars has not been observationally conrmed. We
cannot determine the optical depth of the GPs if their ionization is due to a chemically
homogeneous population. Thus, while we cannot assess the precise optical depth of
the extreme GPs, a low optical depth remains plausible, particularly for the GPs with
the highest densities.
As discussed in x3.3.5, including a shock contribution to the GPs' line uxes de-
creases estimates of their optical depth. This same situation is apparent in the spectra
of DEM L301, an LMC superbubble. Oey et al. (2000) show that a combination of
shock-heating and density-bounding explain DEM L301's emission, although at rst
glance, the line ratios appear to indicate radiation-bounding. Voges et al. (2008)
conrm that DEM L301 is indeed optically thin.
Not only do SNe aect the nebular emission, but they may actually promote a
low optical depth. As SN-driven bubbles expand in the ISM and eventually blow
out of the galaxy, they create low-density passages that aid photon escape (Clarke
& Oey, 2002). Like Lyman-break galaxies, the GPs have large SFRs and spatially
distributed star formation, which enhance the ISM porosity (Clarke & Oey, 2002). In
addition, with their young ages, the GPs may be at the optimal time for the escape of
Lyman-continuum radiation; they are old enough for SNe and stellar winds to begin
to reshape the ISM, but young enough to possess large numbers of UV-luminous
massive O or WR stars.
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The CLOUDY models for the WR and shock-heating scenarios at n = 100 cm 3
are generally optically thick or borderline optically thin. Models at higher densities
favor lower optical depths but could still be consistent with optically thin nebulae if
the inner radii are suciently small and shocks are negligible. Nevertheless, at all
densities, the GPs may be more optically thin than the models suggest. For instance,
optically thick clumps tend to dilute the signature of density-bounding (e.g., Oey
et al., 2000; Giammanco et al., 2005). The CLOUDY models further assume that the
emission originates from a single nebular region or identical nebulae. In reality, the
emission is the sum of the emission from multiple nebulae, which may have dierent
levels of ionization. Low-ionization emission from other nebulae or a companion
galaxy could lower the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and cause the gas to appear more
optically thick than it actually is.
The extreme GPs may therefore have high escape fractions for ionizing radiation.
However, further observations are needed to diagnose their optical depths and distin-
guish among the potential ionizing sources. We are obtaining deeper spectra of the
extreme GPs to conrm or refute the existence of shocks and to constrain the WR
population. Observations of massive stars in low-metallicity galaxies are also critical
to understand homogeneous stellar evolution and the stellar spectra of low-metallicity
O and WR stars.
3.5 Summary
The Green Peas (GPs) are a rare class of compact, emission-line galaxies at
z = 0:1   0:3 with unusually powerful [O iii] emission and the potential for a high
escape fraction. Through their high ionization emission, extreme star-formation in-
tensities, and clumpy morphologies, the GPs provide a glimpse of massive star feed-
back and ionizing photon propagation in high redshift galaxies. While the large
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios of the GPs may indicate a low optical depth, high ionization lines
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such as He ii and [Ar iv] in the SDSS spectra show evidence for strong, high-energy
emission. Using stellar population and nebular photoionization models, we have in-
vestigated the ionizing sources and optical depths for six of the highest ionization
GPs.
The six extreme GPs are young and powerful starbursts, with high electron tem-
peratures of  15; 000 K and densities of 100-1000 cm 3. Their high Balmer-line
EWs indicate young ages of 3.7-5.1 Myr, according to Starburst99 instantaneous
burst models. We detect the He i 3819 line in emission in several objects and in
stacked spectra, which corroborates the young ages. The 3819 line sets an upper
limit of 3 Myr on the ages for an instantaneous burst and 10 Myr for continuous star
formation (Gonzalez Delgado et al., 1999).
The GPs' young ages and the presence of He ii 4686 emission set strong con-
straints on the possible ionizing sources in the GPs. No WR features are visible in
stacked spectra of the GPs. However, we tentatively detect WR features in GPs
J1012+13, J1457+22, and J0303-08. The narrow FWHMs (3-5 A) of the He ii emis-
sion suggest a nebular origin or a narrow WNL stellar feature.
Using the WNL line luminosities of Brinchmann et al. (2008) and Guseva et al.
(2000), we calculate the number of WNL stars necessary to produce the observed
4686 emission as a stellar feature. The high resulting WR/O ratios and the 3
Si iii 4565 detection limits rule out the required WNL population for the Z <
0:2Z case, but not the Z  0:2Z case. However, the implied numbers of WNL stars
are unrealistically high, and the higher-metallicity WNL population is inconsistent
with the GPs' low measured metallicities.
Alternatively, the observed He ii may result from photoionization by hot stars.
CLOUDY photoionization models (Ferland et al., 1998) of single-star H ii regions
demonstrate that ordinary O stars are not hot enough to provide the necessary He+-
ionizing ux. CLOUDY models using early-type WR stars, with core temperatures
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above 70,000 K, t most of the observed line ratios. From the ionizing photon rates
of Smith et al. (2002), we estimate the number of WNE and WCE stars needed to
produce the observed He ii. The resulting WR/O ratios are consistent with Star-
burst99 instantaneous burst models, but the lack of broad He ii emission in most
objects eliminates the WCE stars as the dominant cause of the emission. Starburst99
and CLOUDY models likewise show that only 4-5 Myr starbursts, which contain
a substantial WR population, can simultaneously match the GPs' [O iii]/[O ii] and
He ii emission.
Putative chemically homogeneous O stars could explain He ii emission in galaxies
without WR features (Shirazi & Brinchmann, 2012). These stars may form at low
metallicity (e.g., Maeder, 1987; Yoon et al., 2006) and can theoretically reach eec-
tive temperatures much higher than ordinary O stars (Brott et al., 2011a). CLOUDY
single-star H ii region models with the 60,000 K stellar model of Kudritzki (2002)
demonstrate that such hot O stars could account for the observed He ii. In addi-
tion, the presence of extremely hot O stars may be necessary to match the observed
[O ii]/H and [O iii]/[O ii] ratios of the GPs. More research is needed to determine
whether homogeneous O stars exist, however, and how many ionizing photons they
produce.
We rule out an AGN contribution to the He ii emission at the 10% level, using the
diagnostic diagram of Shirazi & Brinchmann (2012). Likewise, we nd that HMXBs
cannot be the source of the He ii ionization. Using the models of Linden et al. (2010),
we calculate the expected number of luminous HMXBs in the GPs. Even assuming
that each HMXB is a ULX, with the high nebular He ii 4686 luminosity of Holmberg
II X-1 (Kaaret et al., 2004), the resulting emission is an order of magnitude too low.
Fast, radiative shocks are an alternative mechanism for the production of He ii (Gu-
seva et al., 2000; Thuan & Izotov, 2005), and the existence of fast shocks is supported
by the high velocity Balmer-line wings (Amorn et al., 2012b) and [O i] and [N i] emis-
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sion in the GPs. To account for the contribution of shocks to the observed emission,
we use the line emission predictions of the Mappings III shock models (Allen et al.,
2008) for dierent magnetic eld strengths and velocities. Assuming shocks generate
all of the He ii emission, we subtract the shock contribution from the observed line
ratios. After correcting for shock emission, the nebular line ratios indicate a lower
optical depth, particularly for slower shocks. Based on the H luminosities from the
shock models, the rst SNe, exploding 3.5-4 Myr after an instantaneous burst, could
produce the observed He ii emission. Younger ages could be possible if infalling gas
or mergers are the cause of the shocks.
Although the precise origin of the He ii emission is still uncertain, the CLOUDY
models show that the GPs may be optically thin. Models with higher densities and
larger inner radii imply lower optical depths. If the He ii is due to WR stars, models
with inner radii  50 pc and densities  100 cm 3 support both optically thick and
optically thin scenarios, while models with the same inner radii and n = 1000 cm 3
support a low optical depth. Including the eects of shocks lowers the estimated
optical depth further, and the presence of density inhomogeneities or emission from
multiple nebulae may also lead us to overestimate the optical depth.
The low levels of extinction, intense star formation, and young ages of the GPs
make them ideal candidates for escaping ionizing radiation. The nebular emission
of the GPs with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, their high densities, and the likely
presence of shocks in these objects suggest that they may be leaking ionizing pho-
tons into the IGM, and their ages may optimize photon escape. In these 3-4 Myr
starbursts, stellar feedback is likely beginning to carve out passages in the ISM for
the escape of ionizing photons, while large numbers of massive stars are still available
to produce Lyman-continuum photons. However, the data are still inconclusive, and
future observations are necessary to establish the escape fraction of the GPs. These
galaxies oer a rare opportunity to study high-redshift star formation conditions, the
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eects of stellar feedback on the ISM, and the propagation of ionizing photons from
star clusters to the IGM.
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CHAPTER IV
Linking Ly, Low-Ionization Transitions, and
Optical Depth in Extreme Starbursts
4.1 Introduction
Lyman continuum (LyC) radiation from star-forming galaxies likely caused the
reionization of the universe (e.g., Bouwens et al., 2012), but to date, studies have
identied few galaxies that are LyC emitters (LCEs; e.g., Leitherer et al., 1995;
Heckman et al., 2001; Leitet et al., 2013; Nestor et al., 2013). At low redshift, the
Green Pea (GP) galaxies, starbursts characterized by intense [O iii] 5007 emission,
have emerged as LCE candidates (Jaskot & Oey, 2013; Verhamme et al., 2014, here-
after V14). The high [O iii]5007/[O ii]3727 ratios of the GPs imply an enormous
ionization parameter. However, since optically thin nebulae should underproduce
[O ii] (e.g., Giammanco et al., 2005; Pellegrini et al., 2012), these high ratios may
also indicate a low LyC optical depth. Notably, the z < 0:3 GPs share several prop-
erties with Ly emitters (LAEs) at z > 2, including high specic star formation
rates, compact sizes, low extinction, and elevated [O iii]/[O ii] ratios (e.g., Hagen
et al., 2014; Malhotra et al., 2012; Gawiser et al., 2007; Nakajima & Ouchi, 2014).
Thus, the GPs may be outstanding analogs of both high-redshift LyC-emitting and
Ly-emitting galaxies.
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Some LAEs are known LCEs (e.g., Iwata et al., 2009; Nestor et al., 2013) and
several studies have proposed a connection between Ly emission and a low LyC
optical depth (e.g., Shapley et al. 2003; Nakajima & Ouchi 2014; V14). Due to the
resonant nature of Ly, most galaxies have low Ly escape fractions (e.g., Hayes
et al., 2011). The geometry and kinematics of the neutral interstellar medium (ISM)
appear to control the Ly escape fraction (e.g., Giavalisco et al., 1996; Thuan &
Izotov, 1997; Kunth et al., 1998), with low neutral gas covering fractions and strong
outows enabling Ly escape (e.g., Shapley et al., 2003; Kornei et al., 2010). While
many numerical models have considered the eects of strong scattering through the
ISM or outows on Ly line proles (e.g., Ahn et al., 2000; Zheng & Miralda-
Escude, 2002; Verhamme et al., 2006; Orsi et al., 2012), recent studies have focused
on Ly radiative transfer through an optically thin medium (Behrens et al. 2014;
V14). By driving outows and ionizing the surrounding ISM and circumgalactic
medium, feedback from the intense star formation in some galaxies, like the GPs,
may create optically thin conditions that enable LyC and Ly escape.
In this Chapter, we suggest that LyC optical depth and outow geometry link the
Ly proles, C ii absorption, and C ii* emission observed in high-redshift galaxies.
We demonstrate this connection using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph (COS) observations of four of the most extreme GPs, galaxies that
closely resemble high-redshift LAEs. We report the detection of Ly emission in
all four GPs. Three GPs show P-Cygni Ly line proles; the prole shapes and
equivalent widths (EWs) > 70A in two GPs imply a relatively low optical depth.
We also suggest that the enigmatic non-resonant emission in C ii* and Si ii* that
is observed to correlate with Ly emission from starbursts is consistent with the
geometry, optical depth, and viewing orientation associated with the GPs' galactic
outows. We will show that the Ly emission strengths, Ly prole shapes, and weak
interstellar absorption lines in two extreme GPs demonstrate that some starbursts
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with high [O iii]/[O ii] may be optically thin to the LyC.
4.2 Results
We present HST COS spectra of two GPs (J081552.00+215623.6 and J145735.13
+223201.8) and analyze archival observations for two additional GPs (J121903.98
+152608.5 and J030321.41-075923.2). Jaskot & Oey (2013) identify these four star-
bursts as LCE candidates due to their high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios. All four GPs have
similar optical nebular spectra, metallicities ( 0:2Z), extinctions (E(B   V ) =
0:06   0:11), and young ages (H EW= 700   1300 A), but dier markedly in their
ultraviolet (UV) spectra (Figures 4.1 and 4.2 and Table 4.1). We bin the COS spectra
to 0:15 0:23 A per pixel, the resolution for emission at the GPs' NUV half-light radii
(Table 4.1), as measured from the COS acquisition images (e.g., B. James et al., in
prep). Galactic Si ii 1526.71 absorption lines show that the wavelength scale is accu-
rate to within one binned pixel. At the GPs' redshifts, the COS aperture samples 6-8
kpc and fully encompasses the detected NUV emission. However, Ly emission may
originate at larger radii (e.g., Hayes et al., 2013). Based on the GPs' NUV Petrosian
radii (Petrosian, 1976) at the  = 0:2 surface brightness level and the average ratio of
Ly radii to FUV radii in Hayes et al. (2013), we expect the COS aperture to capture
all of the Ly emission. Even adopting the ratio for the most extended Ly halo in
Hayes et al. (2013), the COS aperture should probe 60  100% of the Ly Petrosian
radius and recover most of the Ly ux. We use the redshifts given in the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 9 (Ahn et al. 2012), which are based on the
GPs' optical emission lines. We adopt a cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
 1 Mpc 1,

m = 0:3, and 0 = 0:7.
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4.2.1 Ly Emission
In the conventional scenario for Ly emission, Ly scatters many times before
escaping, which leads to a signicant broadening of the original line prole. However,
the Ly proles in the two GPs with the highest [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, J0816+22 and
J1219+15, do not show the predicted eects of radiative transfer at high column
density. The Ly proles in these two GPs resemble a Gaussian with P Cygni-
like absorption superimposed at the systemic velocity; both galaxies have a small
separation (<300 km s 1 ) of the Ly peaks, (Figure 4.1), as expected for a neutral
column density NHI < 10
18 cm 2 and optical depth at the Lyman edge  . 6 (V14).
Indeed, V14 note that a density-bounded scenario could explain the Ly prole of
J1219+15.
In contrast, the Ly proles in the other two GPs, J0303-08 and J1457+22, are
consistent with higher Ly optical depths. J0303-08 exhibits a classic P-Cygni prole,
with deeper, blue-shifted absorption, a weaker blue peak, and a greater separation
of the emission peaks (Figure 4.1c and Table 4.1) than J0816+22 and J1219+15,
implying a higher optical depth. This GP appears slightly more extended than the
others and consists of multiple UV-emitting knots; thus, the COS aperture may miss
some of the scattered emission. J1457+22 appears to have the highest line-of-sight
column density, as indicated by the 750 km s 1 velocity separation of its emission
peaks (e.g., V14) and the broad absorption component extending to either side of the
Ly emission (Figure 4.1d). The weak, double-peaked prole of J1457+22 resembles
models of Ly emission from highly inclined galaxies (Verhamme et al., 2012).
The P-Cygni Ly proles of J0816+22, J1219+15, and J0303-08 are strikingly
similar to H emission line proles observed from stellar sources, such as symbiotic
binaries (e.g., Fig. 4 of Burmeister & Leedjarv 2009) and luminous blue variables
(LBVs; e.g., Fig. 4 of Weis 2003). Double-peaked H emission lines with weakly blue-
shifted absorption are particularly common in symbiotic binaries (e.g., Quiroga et al.,
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2002; Burmeister & Leedjarv, 2009), which consist of a hot compact star interacting
with the wind of a red giant. The H emission forms in the gas ionized by the
hot star, while self-absorption from neutral gas in the red giant's wind may cause
the central absorption dip (e.g., Ivison et al., 1994; Quiroga et al., 2002). Similar
Balmer line proles arise in LBVs (e.g., Nota et al., 1997; Weis, 2003) and proto-
planetary nebulae (e.g., Balick, 1989; Sanchez Contreras et al., 2008). In each of
these cases, photons from an expanding ionized region or bipolar outow encounter
cooler surrounding material, often ejected by the central object.
The narrow line proles of J0816+22 and J1219+15 suggest a lower-than-expected
Ly optical depth and possible LyC escape. In addition, the Ly proles' resemblance
to the Balmer line proles of stellar sources indicates that they may originate from
a similar geometry, with a thin layer of neutral hydrogen obscuring a compact ion-
izing source. As a resonant transition, Ly photons generally experience numerous
scatterings. In contrast, the similarity of the GPs' Ly to emission proles from a
non-resonant transition argues that Ly is escaping relatively unimpeded from these
objects, with a reduced number of scatterings.
To illustrate this point, we estimate the intrinsic Ly proles of J0816+22 and
J1219+15 from their SDSS H proles (Figure 4.3) scaled by the Case B Ly/H ra-
tio of 8.7 (Brocklehurst, 1971). The Ly emission wings extend beyond the estimated
intrinsic proles, suggesting scattered emission. Similarly, scattering likely causes the
broad H wings in symbiotic star spectra (e.g., Lee, 2000). The Ly prole still pre-
serves the signature of the intrinsic emission, however, and the Ly peaks are located
near or within the intrinsic prole. In Figure 4.4, we neglect the central absorption
and t the Ly emission of J0816+22 and J1219+15 with a sum of two Gaussian
functions or with a Voigt prole. Based on the adjusted R2 goodness-of-t statistic,
these models are preferable to a single Gaussian t, although the improvement is
marginal for J0816+22. The narrow components of the double-Gaussian ts have
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FWHM values of 280 km s 1 for J0816+22 and 220 km s 1 for J1219+15 and the
Gaussian components of the Voigt ts have FWHM=230 km s 1 and 100 km s 1 re-
spectively. These velocities are similar to the FWHM of the H proles: 180 km s 1
for J0816+22 and 150 km s 1 for J1219+15 although these widths are uncertain
given the 150 km s 1 SDSS spectral resolution. The narrow peak separations and
presence of narrow emission components suggest that Ly photons do not need to
scatter to high velocities in order to escape. In addition, the strength of the blue peak
indicates that this escape is due to a low column density rather than a high velocity
outow (V14).
A low line-of-sight optical depth is consistent with the high strength of the Ly emis-
sion in J0816+22 and J1219+15. These two GPs have rest-frame EWs of 70 A and
150 A and Ly escape fractions of 19% and 37%, with our assumed Ly/H ratio
of 8.7. Such high EWs are rare at low redshift (e.g., Finkelstein et al., 2009; Cowie
et al., 2010), but fall in the range for LAEs at z = 3 (e.g., Ciardullo et al., 2012).
J0303-08 has weaker Ly emission with an EW of  10 A and Ly escape fraction
of 2%, consistent with its higher optical depth. As expected, the Ly emission of
J1457+22 is the weakest, with an escape fraction of < 1%.
4.2.2 Interstellar Absorption and Emission Lines
In stacked spectra of z > 2 LAEs, the strength of non-resonant emission lines
such as Si ii* and C ii* appears to correlate with Ly strength (e.g., Shapley et al.,
2003; Berry et al., 2012). The origin of these lines is debated (e.g., Shapley et al.,
2003; Erb et al., 2010; Berry et al., 2012), but here, we suggest that they probe the
neutral ISM optical depth and geometry. In particular, for the GPs, the behavior of
this emission supports the optical depths suggested by the Ly proles.
The non-resonant C ii* 1335.7 and Si ii* 1264.7 emission lines form when an
electron in an excited state decays to the rst ne-structure level above the ground
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state. These lines share the same 2D upper state as the C ii 1334.5 and Si ii 1260.4
resonant transitions, which generally appear in absorption in stacked LAE spectra
(e.g., Shapley et al., 2003). Since these absorption lines arise in the neutral ISM,
their optical depths are related to the LyC optical depth and the ISM metallicity
(e.g., Heckman et al., 2001), and they oer an indirect diagnostic of the line-of-sight
optical depth.
J0816+22 and J1219+15 show no detectable C ii or Si ii absorption, consistent
with a low optical depth (Figure 4.2). As seen in spectra of high-redshift LAEs, both
GPs show C ii* and possible Si ii* emission. In contrast, J0303-08 and J1457+22 have
clear absorption in C ii and Si ii. The absorption in J0303-08 is broad and blueshifted,
implying the presence of an outow, while the narrow emission in J1457+22 originates
from a relatively static absorbing column. The width of the absorption lines in J0303-
08 is not due to a lower spectral resolution, since the C ii and Si ii absorption lines
are four times wider than the observed Milky Way Si ii absorption. J0303-08 also
has the lowest metallicity of the four galaxies (Izotov et al., 2011), which implies
that the relative absorption strengths in the GPs do not result solely from metallicity
eects. J0303-08 and J1457+22 do dier in their C ii* emission, however. While
J0303-08 does not have clear C ii* emission, J1457+22 exhibits the strongest C ii*
emission of the four GPs. We summarize the spectral line strengths of the GPs in
Table 4.1. In the following discussion, we refer only to C ii, but the results are equally
applicable to Si ii.
The Prochaska et al. (2011) models for Fe ii transitions suggest an interpreta-
tion of the C ii* emission that is entirely consistent with the geometries and optical
depths implied by the GPs' Ly emission and ISM absorption lines. In a cool gas
outow, each C ii absorption should be balanced by C ii or C ii* emission into a ran-
dom direction. We will therefore observe the wind component along our line of sight
(LOS) in C ii absorption, with weaker C ii* emission. However, neutral gas outside
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our LOS will also absorb far-UV photons from the central starburst and emit some
of the resulting C ii and C ii* photons into our LOS. This emission from other parts
of the wind should partially ll in the C ii absorption and strengthen the C ii* emis-
sion. Therefore, the C ii absorption and uorescent C ii* emission probe the outow
geometry and optical depth.
The lack of C ii absorption and the presence of C ii* emission in J0816+22 and
J1219+15 resemble the Prochaska et al. (2011) model for an unobscured UV emission
source. In this case, neutral gas located outside the LOS absorbs UV radiation and
emits C ii* photons into our LOS. C ii 1334.5 emission should be weaker than C ii*
1335.7 due to its higher chance of absorption or its lower transition probability.
As discussed previously, the Ly proles of J0816+22 and J1219+15 also suggest
minimal absorption along the LOS, as expected for a mostly unobscured source, and
possible scattered emission from neutral gas outside the LOS.
J0303-08 shows broad, blue-shifted C ii absorption, but no C ii* emission, similar
to expectations for a collimated neutral outow aligned with the LOS (Prochaska
et al., 2011). Neutral, outowing gas in front of the UV emission source will cause
strong C ii absorption. This gas will also produce C ii* emission, but as the gas
will emit isotropically, most of the emission will be directed away from our LOS. The
weakness of the C ii* emission in J0303-08 would then imply a lack of neutral material
outside of the outow. A high dust optical depth could also suppress the C ii* emission
(Prochaska et al., 2011), but the Balmer decrement implies a low extinction in this
object (Jaskot & Oey, 2013). Alternatively, given the larger spatial extent of J0303-
08, the C ii*-emitting material may be located at large radii. The COS aperture might
not encompass this emission, or the lower resolution at large radii may weaken its
detectability. Imaging observations may determine whether neutral gas exists outside
our LOS. Regardless, the C ii absorption, deep, blue-shifted Ly absorption trough,
and weak Ly emission in J0303-08 are consistent with an optically thick, neutral
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outow along the LOS.
While the strongest LAEs (J0816+22 and J1219+15) show C ii* emission, the
strongest non-resonant emission lines appear in the weakest LAE, J1457+22. This
C ii* detection is unexpected, given the trends with C ii* and Ly strength in stacked
spectra, and demonstrates that stacked spectra may not match the real spectra of in-
dividual objects. A dense ISM component along the LOS will produce strong C ii ab-
sorption and C ii* emission near the systemic velocity (Prochaska et al., 2011), as seen
in J1457+22. This scenario ts with our earlier conjecture that J1457+22 is highly
inclined to our LOS. The high column density of the absorbing material results in
a high optical depth to C ii photons, suppressing their emission, while producing a
large supply of C ii* photons that escape. This deep column of neutral gas naturally
explains the broad Ly absorption, while the weak, superimposed Ly emission may
escape from scattering in a bipolar outow.
4.3 Discussion
The geometry of the neutral ISM and its line-of-sight optical depth lead to a close
connection between Ly emission, C ii and Si ii absorption, and C ii* and Si ii* emis-
sion. Previous studies of stacked spectra of LAEs have found that higher Ly EWs
correlate with weaker interstellar absorption lines and stronger Si ii* emission (e.g.,
Shapley et al., 2003; Berry et al., 2012). The weak absorption lines may indicate that
stronger LAEs have lower LyC optical depths (Shapley et al., 2003). In our spectra
of individual GPs, we likewise nd that the two GPs with the strongest Ly emission
may be optically thin to the LyC. Since most of their neutral gas is not located along
the LOS to the central starburst, we observe uorescent C ii* and Si ii* emission with
no accompanying C ii and Si ii absorption. This geometry may account for the similar
Si ii* emission observed in stacked LAE spectra. The two GPs with weaker Ly emis-
sion do appear to have signicant neutral gas in front of the starburst, but they dier
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in their inclinations and geometry. As a result, while both galaxies have C ii and
Si ii absorption, only the more inclined GP shows strong C ii* and Si ii* emission.
J0303-08 either lacks neutral material to the side, has high extinction, or has neu-
tral material only at large radii. A highly extended geometry would also reduce the
Ly emission in J0303-08. If strong C ii absorption is ubiquitous in weak LAEs, but
C ii* emission depends on geometry, dust extinction, and inclination, C ii absorption
may appear in a stacked spectrum while the C ii* emission is weakened. On the other
hand, the wavelength of C ii absorption depends on outow velocity, whereas C ii*
emission should occur near the systemic velocity.
The Ly emission and C ii absorption in the GPs demonstrate that some galaxies
with high [O iii]/[O ii] may be LCEs. Two of the four GPs have weak C ii absorption,
strong Ly emission, and Ly proles that resemble Balmer emission from circum-
stellar ejecta. These properties are consistent with a low optical depth along the
LOS. The presence of uorescent C ii* emission suggests that these GPs do have
excited neutral gas outside the LOS. Therefore, LyC emission may escape anisotropi-
cally, and identifying optically thin galaxies will depend on viewing orientation (e.g.,
Nestor et al., 2011; Zastrow et al., 2011). J1457+22, which appears highly inclined
and optically thick along the line of sight, may be optically thin in other directions;
emission-line imaging may determine its transverse optical depth (e.g., Zastrow et al.,
2011).
Ly emission may be an eective diagnostic of LyC optical depth, as suggested
by V14. A low LyC optical depth should facilitate Ly escape, resulting in higher
Ly EWs and Ly line proles that are less aected by scattering. Five of the eight
z  2   3 LAEs studied by Hashimoto et al. (2013) have peak velocities within 200
km s 1 of the systemic velocity, similar to J0816+22 and J1219+15, and suggestive
of a low column density. The strong Ly emission and indications of a relatively
low optical depth in two GPs suggest that these galaxies are low-redshift analogs of
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high-redshift LAEs and LCEs.
Some high-redshift starbursts, particularly strong LAEs, may have low neutral
column densities. As a result, these LAEs may show Ly proles similar to Balmer
line emission from stellar sources, indicating a reduced optical depth. C ii absorption
and C ii* emission can probe the orientation and optical depth of neutral outows in































Figure 4.2: Top panels: C ii 1334.5 absorption and C ii* 1335.7 emission in the
GPs. Bottom panels: Si ii 1260.4 absorption and Si ii* 1264.7 emission.
Red dashed lines indicate the expected positions of these transitions from
the SDSS redshifts.
Figure 4.3: Solid lines show the Ly emission for J0816+22 and J1219+15. Dashed
lines show the H proles from the SDSS spectra, scaled by a factor of
8.7 to approximate the intrinsic Ly proles. The [N ii] lines appear as


















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.4: Solid lines show observed Ly emission. Blue dotted lines indicate a Voigt
t, and red dashed lines indicate ts using two Gaussian components. The




This work reveals the interactions between atomic gas and extreme star formation
in low-redshift starbursts. Using multiwavelength data ranging from the H i 21 cm line
to UV Ly emission, we investigate the H i gas content, geometry, and optical depth
in two samples of starburst galaxies. Our analysis of the ALFALFA-H galaxies
illustrates how low-redshift starbursts are triggered, the role of H i in fueling star
formation, and the eects of feedback on the H i gas supply. With the rare Green Pea
(GP) galaxies, some of the most extreme starbursts at low redshift, we investigate
the origin of highly ionized gas and the propagation of LyC radiation through the
neutral ISM. In particular, we propose that extreme emission-line galaxies like the
GPs may have low optical depths to LyC radiation and suggest a new way of probing
their neutral gas geometry and optical depth using UV spectra.
5.1 H i and Star Formation
The ALFALFA-H survey represents the rst opportunity to compare the proper-
ties of starbursts and non-starbursts within a statistically uniform H i-selected sample.
In Chapter 2, we analyze the H i gas fractions, H i depletion times, H i kinematics,
and optical morphologies of eight starbursts within the 565 galaxies that make up
the \fall-sky" ALFALFA-H sample. The ALFALFA-H galaxies conrm previous
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observations that at a given stellar mass, more H i-rich galaxies typically have higher
SFRs (Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012). Since higher H i gas fractions may
indicate the presence of recently accreted gas (e.g., Moran et al., 2012), this trend
suggests that H i accretion actively fuels star formation in low-redshift galaxies. Nev-
ertheless, the scatter in the MHI/SFR ratio at a constant stellar mass shows that
additional factors aect the ability of galaxies to access fresh H i fuel and eciently
convert it to H2. In particular, the starbursts all show high star formation eciencies
(i.e., short H i depletion times) compared to similar mass galaxies. We nd that the
starbursts' H i gas fractions are not unusually elevated for their stellar mass, despite
their much higher SFRs. Therefore, a high eciency of H i to H2 conversion, rather
than a large inux of gas, is generating their high levels of star formation. Dynamical
disturbances are a likely cause of this enhanced eciency, allowing the starbursts to
transport H i gas inward and generate high gas column densities more easily than
non-starbursts.
5.1.1 The Link Between H i and Dust
For the ALFALFA-H sample as a whole, we nd that galaxies' sSFRs and H i gas
fractions are only weakly correlated. This result contrasts with the strong observed
correlation between galaxy color and H i gas fraction identied in previous studies
(e.g., Kannappan, 2004; Zhang et al., 2009; Catinella et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012)
which suggests that galaxy sSFRs are linked to their H i content (e.g., Zhang et al.,
2009; Huang et al., 2012). We likewise observe a tight correlation between H i gas
fraction and g   r color. For our sample of gas-rich galaxies, we demonstrate that
dust extinction, rather than star formation, drives the tight trend between H i and
color.
In essence, therefore, the H i and color relation is a manifestation of the well-known
galaxy mass-metallicity relation. Bothwell et al. (2013) suggest that H i mass may
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be a key third parameter in setting galaxy metallicities; in this model, MHI/M and
metallicity should anti-correlate. Since more metal-rich galaxies have higher dust
content, we would therefore expect galaxies with high MHI/M to have less dust
extinction and bluer colors. Several processes could produce the proposed relation
between galaxy stellar mass, H i content, and metallicity. Over their lifetimes, galaxies
with higher stellar masses will have both consumed more H i gas and produced more
metals via star formation. In addition, the higher potential wells of more massive
galaxies should allow them to retain more metals (e.g., Dave et al., 2011a). At a given
stellar mass, galaxies that have experienced a recent inow of metal-poor gas from the
IGM should have lower overall metallicities as well as higher H i content. Finally, we
note that the elevated dust content of metal-rich galaxies will allow them to convert
their H i gas to H2 more eciently by shielding molecular gas from UV radiation
(e.g., Krumholz et al., 2009), thereby reducing their H i fractions further. This
newly identied connection between H i content and dust extinction provides a natural
explanation for the observed relation between H i gas fraction and color. H i inows
and outows are fundamentally important to the evolution of galaxy metallicities,
while galaxy metallicity may also inuence the H i supply by promoting H2 formation.
5.1.2 Galaxy Structure and H i Conversion
Another factor that may enhance the conversion of H i-to-H2 is galaxy structure.
We nd that the H i depletion time in disk-dominated systems anti-correlates with
stellar surface density. This relation may indicate that higher disk mid-plane pressure
aids the formation of molecular clouds and increases the H2/H i ratio, as proposed by
Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006). However, alternate theories of H2 formation based on self-
shielding (e.g., Krumholz et al., 2009) may result in a similar stellar surface density
scaling relation (Fu et al., 2010). Early supernova feedback in low-mass galaxies may
lead to the delayed infall of H i gas, resulting in an increased H i content and longer
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depletion time at the present day (Fu et al., 2010). By suppressing past star formation
episodes, this ecient feedback should also lead to lower present-day stellar surface
densities.
We only observe this correlation between H i depletion time and stellar surface
density in disk galaxies, however. We show that high-mass, early-type galaxies from
the COLD GASS sample (Saintonge et al., 2012) do not follow a similar relation.
Within this early-type sample, we nd no correlation between H i depletion time
and morphology, which suggests that bulge strength is not aecting the current star
formation eciency in these galaxies. Instead, we suggest that the scatter in star
formation eciency results from dierences in the spatial distribution and surface
density of the H i gas.
5.1.3 Mergers and H i Conversion
For many of the starbursts, major mergers may induce their high SFRs and high
H i to H2 conversion eciencies. During interactions, tidal torques propel gas toward
the center of galaxies, thereby raising the gas column density (e.g., Barnes & Hern-
quist, 1991) and allowing galaxies to access their external H i supply. Furthermore,
turbulent motions during the merger may compress gas clouds (Elmegreen et al.,
1993), leading to a higher fraction of dense gas and a higher H2/H i ratio (Powell
et al., 2013). Starbursts also appear to form stars from H2 more eciently than non-
starbursts (e.g., Daddi et al., 2010), perhaps due to the higher mean density and
shorter free-fall time in their ISM (Krumholz et al., 2012). A merger scenario could
therefore explain the moderate H i but high SFRs of the ALFALFA-H starbursts.
Evidence of morphological and kinematical disturbances support a merger origin
for the starbursts. We nd that the starbursts' optical morphologies are more asym-
metric and their H i velocity proles have wider wings than most of the non-starbursts.
Merger simulations predict that the peak star formation activity should occur near
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coalescence (e.g., Mihos & Hernquist, 1994; Cox et al., 2008; Lotz et al., 2010b), con-
sistent with the starbursts' morphologies. The highest asymmetries, however, should
appear shortly before coalescence. Interestingly, our two most asymmetric starbursts,
which appear to be in this merger stage, also have higher-than-average H i gas frac-
tions for their stellar mass. Their high H i gas fractions suggest that H i conversion
may be an ongoing process during merger-driven star formation (e.g., Hibbard & van
Gorkom, 1996).
Due to the unresolved nature of the Arecibo H i observations, we do not know
the surface density of the H i gas in the ALFALFA-H starbursts. However, we nd
that they have above-average ratios of MHI to the galaxy optical area. Therefore,
either they lie closer to the maximum column density threshold for H i, which would
aid H2 formation, or their H i is signicantly more extended than the optical disk.
For instance, extended H i tidal tails may contain a large fraction of the H i gas in
merging galaxies (e.g., Hibbard & van Gorkom, 1996).
The evidence for mergers among the lowest mass starbursts is less clear, in part due
to their lower S/N optical images and H i spectra. Their H i velocity proles do not
noticeably dier from the proles of low-mass non-starbursts, which may indicate a
lack of kinematical disturbances. However, if the dwarf starbursts experience periodic
bursts, any initial disturbance may no longer be evident (e.g., Verbeke et al., 2014).
We observe an increased scatter in SFE at the low-mass end of our sample, which
supports this scenario of episodic bursts in dwarf galaxies. Supernova feedback may
have a stronger eect in the low potential wells of dwarf galaxies, leading to temporary
quenching and a renewed burst of star formation as neutral gas falls back into the
galaxy (e.g., Lee et al., 2007; Verbeke et al., 2014). Higher resolution imaging and
H i spectral observations will be necessary to determine whether or not the dwarf
starbursts are merging systems.
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5.1.4 H i Cycles in Starbursts
We therefore propose the following picture for the cycling of H i and star for-
mation throughout the starburst episode. In the higher mass starbursts, a gas-rich
major merger triggers the star formation. As the two galaxies approach coalescence,
the total stellar mass of the system increases. Since the two individual galaxies have
H i gas fractions typical of lower mass galaxies, the combined system appears to have
a higher H i mass than other galaxies of a similar stellar mass. Strong tidal torques
drive H i gas outward to form tidal tails and inward to fuel star formation. The sys-
tem also appears progressively more morphologically disturbed, and the increased gas
ows and turbulence create kinematically disturbed H i proles. As the H i gas ows
inward, turbulence and gas compression eciently convert H i to H2 and increase
the SFR. Although the gas ows bring H i inward, star formation is not necessar-
ily restricted to the nuclear region, consistent with recent simulations (e.g., Powell
et al., 2013). Turbulent, dense clumps may arise throughout the disk, and the precise
merger conguration aects the spatial distribution of star formation. The inux of
H i gas raises the ISM column density, and the star formation rate increases to the
point where supernova-driven turbulence supports the enhanced weight of the ISM
(Ostriker & Shetty, 2011). Peak star formation occurs near nal coalescence, as the
morphological disturbances are fading (e.g., Lotz et al., 2010b). However, at the time
of the peak SFR, the turbulent motions driving star formation are still high (Powell
et al., 2013) and the H i kinematics should still show higher velocities, as we observe.
The H i content also begins to drop, due to the enhanced H2 fraction and photoion-
ization. Nevertheless, the starbursts still maintain a large H i supply, comparable to
similar mass galaxies. Radiative feedback does not completely ionize the starbursts'
H i reservoirs and may only ionize the H i gas near the starburst region (e.g., Hanish
et al., 2010). In addition, H2 photodissociation may compensate for the ionization
of H i in the inner regions. Ultimately, gas consumption or feedback terminates the
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starburst, and the merged galaxy exhibits a higher stellar mass, higher metallicity,
and lower H i gas fraction than its progenitors.
Lower mass galaxies may experience recurrent starbursts. They may accumulate
H i from the IGM until a dynamical disturbance initiates strong star formation. For
instance, this initial trigger could be a merger with another galaxy, as in the case of the
higher-mass starbursts, an interaction with a dark matter subhalo (Helmi et al., 2012),
or a merger with a gas cloud. In the case of a gas cloud merger, the initial interaction
should raise the H i content and disturb the H i kinematics, but may not trigger an
immediate starburst (Verbeke et al., 2014). Subsequent infall from the gas cloud or
enhanced turbulence may then induce a later starburst. The morphology of the star
formation should vary depending on the nature of the interaction and the gas cloud
trajectory. Regardless of the cause of the initial burst, supernova feedback rapidly
quenches the initial starburst due to the low potential well of the galaxy (e.g., Dekel
& Silk, 1986; Stinson et al., 2007; Hopkins et al., 2013). This feedback may increase
the H i velocity dispersion, but these kinematic disturbances should lag the peak star
formation (Verbeke et al., 2014). After the starburst dies down, the re-accretion of
previously expelled gas may trigger a series of subsequent starbursts (e.g., Lee et al.,
2007; Stinson et al., 2007). In addition, massive star clusters formed in a prior burst
may generate torques that continue to drive H i gas inward (e.g., Elmegreen et al.,
2012) to fuel future starbursts. These starburst cycles may gradually reduce a dwarf
galaxy's H i reservoir but are unlikely to deplete it entirely, given the starbursts' high
H i gas fractions. As with the more massive starbursts, photoionization may not aect
the outer H i gas and may be balanced by photodissociation near the starburst. By
quickly quenching star formation, the high feedback eciencies in the dwarf starbursts
may prevent rapid increases in metallicity or stellar mass. This scenario is consistent
with the at star formation histories and relatively inecient star formation inferred
for dwarf galaxies (e.g., Behroozi et al., 2013).
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The dwarf starbursts' periodic star formation mode may be particularly relevant to
high-redshift star formation. Milky Way progenitors at z  2 may accrete gas from
the IGM in discrete episodes that trigger enhanced star formation (Woods et al.,
2014). However, as with the dwarf starbursts, feedback eciently expels the gas
and delays its consumption (e.g., Woods et al., 2014). As a result, these galaxies
may have variable SFRs and may maintain an elevated H i content that fuels later
star formation (e.g., Hopkins et al., 2013). However, unlike z = 0 galaxies, z =
2 galaxies experience higher accretion rates from the IGM (e.g., Keres et al., 2005).
As a result, high-redshift galaxies may have higher average SFRs and larger gas
reservoirs than we observe for the ALFALFA-H sample. Feedback and variable
SFRs in low-mass galaxies also have important implications for the reionization of
the IGM. Wyithe & Loeb (2013) argue that by suppressing star formation, ecient
feedback may reduce the contribution of the lowest mass galaxies to reionization.
Constraining the starburst duty cycle in dwarf galaxies is therefore important to
understand both galaxy star formation histories and reionization.
5.2 The GPs: New LCE Candidates
The LyC radiation produced in extreme starbursts may ionize the H i gas near
the star-forming clusters, even if it does not reach the outer H i reservoir. Depending
on the column density and spatial distribution of the H i gas near the starburst, this
ionizing radiation may escape into the IGM. In Chapters 3 and 4, we investigate the
LyC optical depths of some of the most extreme low-redshift starbursts, the GPs
(Cardamone et al., 2009). The GPs have unusually high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, which
imply a high ionization parameter or a low LyC optical depth (e.g., Giammanco
et al., 2005; Pellegrini et al., 2012). The H EWs of the GPs are signicantly higher
than the EWs of the ALFALFA-H starbursts, which implies that the starbursts
in the GPs are younger and more powerful. Radiative feedback may therefore have
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stronger eects on the H i gas in the GPs.
5.2.1 Ionizing Sources and LyC Optical Depths
We detect He ii 4686 emission in the SDSS spectra of the GPs with the high-
est [O iii]/[O ii] ratios, which implies that hard ionizing sources must be present in
these extreme starbursts. Our analysis of the possible ionizing sources in Chapter 3
indicates that hot stellar sources or shocks generate the observed He ii. The observed
spectral line ratios and inferred ages of the GPs eliminate AGN and HMXBs as the
main sources of ionization. CLOUDY models with a WR-dominated starburst or
unusually hot O stars can reproduce the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios even in optically
thick gas. However, we observe no WR features in individual or stacked spectra of
the GPs. Although chemically homogeneous, rapidly rotating O stars could poten-
tially produce the necessary hard ionizing photons (e.g., Maeder, 1987; Yoon et al.,
2006; Brott et al., 2011a), such stars may not exist and their spectral properties are
unknown. This possibility highlights the need for more study of the eects of rota-
tion in low-metallicity stellar populations. While we nd no convincing evidence of
large populations of WR stars or rapidly rotating O stars in the GPs, several lines
of evidence suggest that shocks are present; high-velocity Balmer line emission, the
ages of the GPs, and the detection of [O i] emission all support the shock-emission
scenario. We therefore conclude that shocks may be the most likely source of the
He ii emission.
The presence of shock emission would both imply a low optical depth and suggest
a possible cause of the LyC escape in the GPs. In addition to He ii, shocks should
produce [O ii] emission, and the observed [O iii]/[O ii] ratios would therefore under-
estimate the true [O iii]/[O ii] ratios of the photoionized gas in the GPs. Such high
[O iii]/[O ii] ratios are a clear indication of optically thin emission. By altering the
observed line ratio diagnostics, shock emission may dramatically change the inferred
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ionization parameters and optical depths in starburst galaxies. As illustrated by the
ALFALFA-H starbursts, gas ows caused by galaxy interactions or supernova feed-
back are important processes in starburst galaxies; these gas motions could induce
shocks in the GPs. In fact, observations of merging systems suggest that shocks may
contribute signicantly to the nebular line emission (e.g., Rich et al., 2014; Krabbe
et al., 2014). Future analyses of nebular line emission in starbursts should therefore
consider the possible eects of shock emission.
In the GPs, supernova feedback may both account for the observed shock emission
and aid LyC escape by carving low-density passages in the ISM. The GPs' ages of 3-5
Myr may optimize LyC escape (e.g., Zastrow et al., 2013b), as the rst SNe disrupt
the neutral ISM, while massive stars are still available to provide LyC photons. We
suggest that the GPs may therefore be rare, low-redshift LyC emitters (LCEs) and
that starburst age may control the LyC escape fraction.
5.2.2 Insights from UV Spectral Lines
In Chapter 4, using HST COS spectra of four extreme GPs, we demonstrate that
some GPs are indeed likely LCEs. Furthermore, the neutral ISM of these GPs appear
inhomogeneous, possibly due to the restructuring of the ISM by SNe. We develop
a simple, physical picture of the neutral gas geometry and optical depth in the GPs
that simultaneously relates their Ly emission, C ii and Si ii absorption lines, and
C ii* and Si ii* emission lines. Our new interpretation elucidates the origin of the
previously enigmatic C ii* and Si ii* emission in starburst galaxies.
Dierences in feedback eciency and inclination probably explain the variations in
the inferred line-of-sight optical depths of the four GPs in our UV sample. The two
most promising LCE candidates, J0816+22 and J1219+15, display strong, narrow
Ly emission, which suggests that the Ly optical depth is lower than in many
LAEs. Furthermore, the similarities of these GPs' Ly proles to the Balmer line
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emission proles from stellar ejecta suggest that the Ly emission originates from a
neutral gas shell with a reduced optical depth. These same GPs show no detectable
C ii or Si ii absorption, implying a low line-of-sight optical depth, although they do
exhibit uorescent C ii* and Si ii* emission. Based on the neutral outow models
of Prochaska et al. (2011), we argue that neutral gas outside the line of sight is
absorbing UV photons and emitting C ii* and Si ii* photons into the line of sight.
Supernova feedback may have reduced the line-of-sight H i column density, permitting
LyC escape, while denser neutral material still survives outside the line of sight.
Supernova feedback does not appear to have succeeded in clearing away the neutral
gas in the GP J0303-08, however. The Ly prole shape and broad, blue-shifted
C ii absorption in J0303-08 suggest an optically thick neutral outow. J0303-08 has
the lowest [O iii]/[O ii] ratio of the six extreme GPs discussed in Chapter 3, consistent
with its higher inferred optical depth. The detected outow supports the supernova
shock scenario, but the strong absorption suggests a high optical depth. Even after
accounting for shock emission, therefore, the [O iii]/[O ii] ratios of J0303-08 should
not fall in the optically thin regime, which limits the possible shock models for this
galaxy. J0303-08 has a slightly higher stellar mass (Izotov et al., 2011), a lower
H EW, and a more extended morphology than the other GPs. The feedback in
J0303-08 may therefore be weaker than in the other GPs and may not have been
sucient to expel signicant H i.
A high inclination to the line of sight may cause the large optical depth of the nal
GP, J1457+22. Its weak, double-peaked Ly prole has a large velocity separation
and lies within a wide absorption trough, indicative of a high optical depth and
consistent with simulations of Ly radiative transfer in inclined galaxies (Verhamme
et al., 2012). Deep C ii absorption and strong C ii* emission likewise suggest a large
neutral ISM component along the line of sight. If J1457+22 is inclined, it may still
have a low optical depth in the perpendicular direction. Upcoming emission-line
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imaging observations should reveal the transverse optical depth of J1457+22.
With these UV spectra of four GPs, we explain the previously puzzling correla-
tion observed between Ly emission, C ii and Si ii absorption, and C ii* and Si ii*
emission in high-redshift LAEs. We show that these lines provide a coherent picture
of the optical depth and geometry in starbursts, and we propose that strong, nar-
row Ly emission with C ii* and Si ii* emission and no accompanying absorption is a
hallmark of low optical depth starbursts. These diagnostics are applicable to the rest-
frame UV spectra of high-redshift LAEs and may reveal the neutral gas conguration
and optical depth of these distant galaxies.
5.3 Implications for LyC Escape
The neutral gas properties of the ALFALFA-H and GP starbursts reveal the
possible factors that may enhance LyC escape in low-redshift starbursts. The high
H i gas fractions of the ALFALFA-H galaxies suggest that radiative feedback in
these starbursts is unable to ionize signicant fractions of the H i. However, SNe
in the lowest mass ALFALFA-H galaxies may temporarily expel their H i supply,
leading to successive bursts of star formation as gas is expelled and re-accreted. In
this cyclical model, LyC radiation may escape along the channels evacuated during
a previous burst or during the short time period following the ejection of the H i.
Simulations also indicate that ecient supernova feedback in low-mass halos and
the reshaping of the ISM from previous SNe may lead to high LyC escape fractions
(e.g., Razoumov & Sommer-Larsen, 2010; Wise & Cen, 2009), although the ecient
quenching of star formation may also reduce the overall contribution of low-mass
galaxies to reionization (Wyithe & Loeb, 2013). The conrmed LCE Haro 11 may
be an example of LyC escape due to the eects of previous star formation. The
starburst phase in Haro 11 may have lasted for 40 Myr (Adamo et al., 2010), and the
suspected LyC-leaking region may have had both past and ongoing star formation
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(Adamo et al., 2010; Leitet et al., 2013). The low neutral gas covering fraction of
this region (Leitet et al., 2013) may be the product of a previous episode of stellar
feedback.
Unlike the ALFALFA-H starbursts, the more extreme, compact GPs may be
able to ionize large fractions of their surrounding H i gas. The GPs' Ly emission
proles, weak C ii absorption, and high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios all suggest a low H i column
density. The higher inferred column densities of two GPs illustrate the importance
of inclination angle, burst strength, and the spatial distribution of star formation in
LyC escape. Again, starburst age and SNe may be crucial in permitting LyC escape.
The young burst ages of the GPs, < 5 Myr, and their high [O iii]/[O ii] ratios may be
similar to the second known low-redshift LCE, Tol 1247-232 (Leitet et al., 2013). As
we suggested in Chapter 3, the rst SNe in the GPs may be clearing away gas from
the central starburst. Only a narrow age range may be conducive to LyC escape.
Early starburst stages may have the highest H i gas fractions (see Chapter 2), which
may fully absorb the LyC radiation. As the starburst ages, stellar winds and SNe
begin to uncover the starburst, but at the same time, the starburst ages and produces
fewer LyC photons. Young, powerful starbursts at the time of their rst SNe may
therefore be LCE candidates.
The H i gas fractions of most starbursts may remain approximately constant
throughout the burst, and only the most extreme starbursts at low redshift may
signicantly disrupt their H i gas. Such intense starbursts may be more common at
high redshift and may provide the necessary photons for cosmic reionization. LyC
may preferentially escape along lower column density lines of sight cleared out by SNe,
and the relative spatial locations of young stellar clusters and neutral gas should aect
the LyC escape fraction (e.g., Gnedin et al., 2008; Pellegrini et al., 2012). Starburst
age may also be a critical parameter in setting LyC escape fractions. The LyC escape
fractions of both low- and high-redshift starbursts may uctuate with starburst age,
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and brief phases of elevated emission may dominate the LyC ux into the IGM.
5.4 Future Work
Future observations will constrain the H i properties of a larger sample of star-
bursts, reveal how the spatial distribution of H i evolves during a starburst, conrm
the nature of the GPs, and extend these studies to higher redshift. The upcom-
ing analysis of the \spring-sky" ALFALFA-H galaxies will almost triple the sample
size of this uniform survey. The larger sample will provide more robust statistics
on the H i properties of starbursts and may include more extreme, rarer, or higher-
mass starbursts. These additional galaxies may reveal additional starburst trigger-
ing mechanisms and will test whether H i content changes as a function of merger
stage. Spatially resolved H i observations may uncover the triggering mechanism of
low-redshift starbursts by highlighting previously hidden morphological disturbances.
Resolved observations will also show how feedback aects the H i over the course of a
starburst by revealing possible outows, inows, and depleted regions. H i mapping of
the lowest redshift GPs may provide evidence of the low column density channels that
promote LyC escape. The mapping of low optical depth regions and their relation to
observed stellar clusters will illustrate the role of past or present supernova feedback
in promoting LyC escape.
We are planning to continue our study of the GPs to establish their LyC es-
cape fractions and starburst properties. With deeper spectral observations from the
Magellan telescopes, we will detect faint WR features or shock lines to conrm the
ionizing sources in the GPs and the origin of the He ii emission. While our HST
COS observations probed the line-of-sight optical depth of the GPs, with upcoming
ACS emission-line imaging observations, we will map the ionization structure of the
GPs to determine where LyC radiation is likely to escape. More detailed model-
ing of the Ly proles will also provide quantitative estimates of the line-of-sight
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H i column density, and future UV observations may denitively determine the GPs'
optical depths through the direct detection of LyC. In addition, with larger samples
of emission-line galaxies, we will examine how ionization source and burst age aect
the [O iii]/[O ii] ratios and optical depths of starbursts. A larger sample will deter-
mine whether GP-like galaxies are a heterogeneous class of galaxies and whether their
properties evolve with redshift.
The next generation of telescopes will extend our knowledge of H i cycles in star-
bursts to earlier cosmic times. The planned Square Kilometer Array will detect H i 21
cm emission in star-forming galaxies out to z = 2. These observations will demon-
strate whether episodic bursts and relatively constant H i gas fractions characterize
higher redshift starbursts. Future telescopes will also apply our newfound relation
between Ly, low-ionization transitions, and neutral gas geometry to higher redshift
galaxies. Optical or near-infrared observations with 30 m telescopes may detect faint
C ii and Si ii lines in individual LAEs at z > 2. These observations will test the
correlation between Ly and low-ionization lines and will establish the neutral gas
conguration in LAEs. The upcoming James Webb Space Telescope will probe the
UV emission of even higher redshift galaxies and will reveal the cosmic evolution of
Ly proles, optical depth, and neutral gas geometry in starbursts. These new obser-
vations will place our study of low-redshift starbursts in a cosmic context and reveal
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